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H IG H  A N D  LO W
Low tonight and Ugh Tuesday 
at Kelowna 28 and 38, Tempera­
tures recorded Saturday 40 and 
27. Sunday 40 and 32 with .01 
• Inches oI rain.
•X J x
FORECAST
. Mostly cloudy today and Tues­
day. Occasional light snow today. 
Continuing mild. .
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RESERVISTS W IN  PR O M O TIO N S
Promotions were awarded 
two Kelowna reservists, mem­
bers of the local “B” squad­
ron, British Columbia Drag­
oons, at a ceremony recently. 
Shown being congratulated by 
Lieutenant Roy Winsby (right) 
arfe Sergeant Roy Foote (left)
and Lance Corporal Marvin 
Dyck. . Looking on I without 
uniform) is Chris Finch, a new 
recruit to the B.C.D.’s. ------------------------------- r----------
D IEFEN B AK ER  BEATS O TH ER S T O  PUNCH
Jobs, Trade, Liberal
ALAN DONNELLY
OTTAWA (CP) — Canada’s 
voters cgn expect to hear a  lot 
about their own well-being in this 
winter's election campaign.
Unemployment and trade—the 
economic status of individuals, 
industries and commerce—Shape 
up as top issues for the four ma­
jor political parties to argue 
over during the battle for the 
March 31 vote. r - ;
Ld'aderaW tfie’lfoui? parties are 
planning strenuous cross-country 
campaigns to carry the word on 
what they would do about those 
and other issues. v
Unemployment will be the key 
word. Even its extent will pro­
voke arguments.
The government says unem­
ployment’s true measure is an 
estimate by the bureau of statis­
tics, whose most recent figure 
was 386,000 jobless work-seekers
at Dec. 14. A figure for mid-Jan­
uary should be issued around 
Feb. 20.
But voters are virtually certain 
to hear about another figure 
the total of Registered job ap­
plicants at National Employment 
Service offices. This was 796,000 
on Jan. 9., The government says 
it includes an unknown number 
who want to switch from one job 
to another,. or .who have found 
jobs on their owif Without can­
celling their applications.
The Liberal argument on that 
score already is on the record in 
speeches by party leader Lester 
B. Pearson and others: that un­
employment has resulted from 
public uncertainty ’o v e r  the 
Progressive Conservative govern­
ment’s policies.
For a majority in the new Par­
liament, the Conservatives would 
need.-at least-133 of the 265 Com
MIAMI BEACH (AP) — The 
AFL-CIO declared open war to­
day on the expelled International 
Teamsters Union by directing 
Michigan labor forces to regroup 
and leave Teamsters boss James 
II. Hoffa out in the cold.
The action is expected to spur 
retaliatory measures from Hoffa 
who recently took the Teamsters 
Union helm under a court mon­
i to r  system. ,
The Teamsters defied AFL-CIO 
corruption charges and were ex­
pelled after they elected Hoffa 
’president.
George Mcany, AFL-CIO pres­
ident, was due to cancel charters 
of the Hoffa- dominated AFL 
Michigan Federation of Labor 
and the M i c h i g a n  Industrial 
Council controlled by one-time 
CIO chief Walter Routhcr.
The AFL-CIO executive council 
in its opening winter session to­
day, was expected to approve 
Meany’s move and issue a new 
AFL-CIO charter calling a spe­
cial convention Feb. 24 at Grand 




CONWAY, Ark. (AP) — ’Eight 
persons Including two small chil­
dren died. Sunday in a fire neat 
Guy, Ark,, which destroyed 
small frame dwelling used ' as 
temporary y living quarters.
Three persons escaped.
• The groundhog saw his shadow 
in Kelowna Sunday—b u t , in the 
light of current weather condi­
tions, he could hove seen his 
ghost, for all the difference it
rakes.Legend holds that when Feb- ru q y  2—called Presentation Day,
Mystery Lights 
Seen A t Coast
VANCOUVER <CP>—Four per- 
sons reported secirig mysterious 
lights over Vancouver during the 
weekend.
One man said1 he saw ni> object 
**Uke •  star" move from north­
east to southost about 8:20 p.m. 
Sundav while two girls saw what 
they described ns a white light 
which changed to green about the 
same'. time.
Candlemas Day and hlso Ground 
hog1 Day-t-is sunny, if portends 
six weeks more of winter. The 
groundhog is supposed to emerge 
from his burrow that day, look 
at the situation and then decide 
Whether to stay out or gb back In 
for another six-week snooze.
Rut sunny or not yesterday, the 
winter has been of record mild­
ness and while a cold spell still 
could occur,, It Is generally pre­
dicted by official weather ob­
servers that above-normal tem­
peratures will prevail in most of 
B.C, for several weeks yet.
C A N A D A 'S  HIGH 
.  .  .  A N D  LOW
Victoria ..............
. Armstrong, Oat. ..
mons seats, instead ox the 113 it 
held before dissolution of Parli 
ament Saturday. The Liberals 
had 106 members, the CCF 25, 
Social Credit 19 and there were 
two independents.
IGNORED REPORT 
Mr. -Diefenbaker, in a cam-, 
paign-opener speech to the na­
tional convention of the Young 
Progressive Conservative Associ­
ation’ herq S a  t  u r  d a y night, 
blamed the former Liberal gov­
ernment for the economic slump, 
claiming it ignored a confidential 
report a year ago from govern­
ment economic advisers warning 
that economic trouble was brew- 
ing.
As for the CCF and Social 
Credit parties, their spokesmen 
already have said that both Con 
servative and Liberal govern­
ments must share the blame for 
economic troubles.
Th campaign plans of the four 
party leaders are expected to' be 
made, known this week.
' The 62-year-old prime minister 
hopes to fly to Newfoundland fori 
a few days at the end of this 
week, if fog conditions there per­
mit. It is probable he will for 
mally .open his campaign later in 
central Canada. „
Liberal members of the lost 
Parliament were to meet today 
to disusS election plans. Mr 
Pearson scheduled a press con 
ference for noon.
COLDWELL, LOW READY 
Both M. J. Coldwell, 69-year- 
old CCF chief and Solon Low, 58 
Social Credit leaders, are pre 
pared for full-dress , campaigns 
Mr. Coldwell suffered a heart 
attack in February of last year 
and Mr. Low was ill for the some 
reason in Ihc fall of 1954.
Stahley Knowles, deputy CCF 
leader, said Mr. Coldwell now 
“feels equal to an all-out election 
campaign."
Mr. Knowles said the party’s 
election campaign will be dis*- 
cussed at a meeting of the CCF 
national executive in Toronto to­
day or Tuesday,
Mr. Low sold ho feels fit and 
ready for a strenuous campaign. 
A Social Credit cnucus meeting 
today was to discuss campaign 
plans.
The Social Credit leader said a 
national party convention plnn- 
ned for Winnipeg this spring now 
will be postponed until fall.
Mr. Diefenbaker got the jump 
on the other party lcadors in 
campaigning with his speech Sat­
urday night to, the Young Con­
servatives.
•ARROGANT" MOTION
Mr. Diefenbaker made elenr 
his campaign will hammer hard 
at the only non-confidence mo­
tion presented by the Liberals 
during the session — a proposal 
that the government resign and 
that n Liberal government take 
office without an election,
. “ It was the most colossal ex­
ample of arrogance In all Cana­
dian history,” ho said.
Mr, Diefenbaker also touched 
on trade — one Issue which Is 
bound to be n lively campaign 
topic. 1 
lie sold the Liberals had lost 
Canada’s markets abroad for 
agricultural and other products 
But the Conservatives were act­
ing "to Improve trade with Brit­
ain and other Commonwealth 
countries.
Gave Brass
WASHINGTON (AP), — The 
United States satellite Explorer 
gave an army-scientist team an 
anxious, nerve - twanging seven 
minutes by flying out farther 
from the earth than had been 
estimated.
The tense drama in a Penta­
gon office, where scientists and 
army officers kept a second-by- 
second check on the launching at 
Cape Canaveral, Fla., Friday 
night, was described today by an 
army spokesman.
The satellite experts had cal­
culated Explorer would go out as 
much as 1,500 nautical miles 
from the earth at the farthest 
point of its orbit. The estimated 
time needed for orbiting the 
earth was 106 minutes.
But it sped out as far as 1,600 
miles. The time of orbit proved 
to be 115.1 minutes.
Instead of arriving over the 
west coast of the United States 
at 106 minutes on its first trip 
around, Explorer showed up at 
about 113 minutes.
TENSION NfOUNTS _
At 104 minutes after Explorer 
started its orbit, Dr. W. H. Pick­
ering, one of the scientists, be­
gan to question the west coast 
by teletype: "Have you picked 
up anything yet” . . . at 105 
minutes “you ought to be get­
ting it.’* At 106 minutes nothing 
happened. Worry crinkled the 
brows of the Pentagon brass, 
deepened at 107 minutes.
Scientists leaned over a table, 
calculating on paper, consulting 
slide rules.
They decided: "It must have 
gone, farther than we- planned;'*, 
AT 109 minutes, Picketing could 
contain himself no longer, picked 
up a telephone connected with 
one of the California points, and 
asked: “Why the hell haven’t 
you got something?’’
More minutes of swiftly mount­
ing tension with Pickering hold­
ing the phone to his ear. Then 
came word that the satellite had 





VANCOUVER (CP—Results of 
a vote * on new contract offers 
made to 6,000 striking pulp and 
paper workers will be announced 
Tuesday.
Officials of the two striking 
unions said balloting now is 
nearly complete but, the results 
are being held up until all 
strikers have voted.
The strike began Nov, 14 in nine 
mills owned by seven companies. 
A recent agreement between 
companies and, unions Is Under­
stood to propose a wage increase 
of 7 Viper cent retroactive to-last 
July 1 and a further two-per-cent 
increase next July 1.
If approved by union members; 
the settlement will also provide 
imptovements in annual holidays 
and other benefits.
C h r i s t i a n  C a n d i d a c y
{By DAILY COURIER STAFF WRITERS)
Progressive Conservatives are thefirst to move in the forth­
coming Okanagan-Boundary federal election fight. X
And while there still is some uncertainty in  certain quar­
ters the battle-appears to be shaping towards a four-way con­
test, as it was in 1957.
Frank Christian, MP, of Penticton, edged incumbent CCFer 
Owen L. Jones, Kelowna, last June 10 to win the scat for the 
Social Credit group, but Ottawa rumors claim Mr. Christian 
won’t run in this campaign due to pressure of business.
The Penticton lawyer’s close friends in the Peach Gty, 
however, said he would be in the campaign.
Meanwhile, Conservative stan ‘
s i  _ ....
HERALDS "M O T H ER S ' M A R C H "
',  r ft»
Safe in the carp' of the 
Packers! * burly captain, Jiin 
Middleton, little Barbara Mer- 
riam,' six-year-old polio victim, 
faces off the puck in Saturday 
might’s Vernon-Kelowria senior 
hockey game, Barbara’s act
heralded the “Mothers’ March 
on - Polio” night, which gets 
. under -way at .6:30 this evening, 
sporisoretf~by the Kinsmen’s 
B.C. Child Care and Polio 
Fund.
(Paul Ponich Photo)
OTTAWA (CP)—A record num­
ber of cradles were rocking in 
Canada during 1957J-
The crop, largest in Canadian 
history, numbered an estimated 
475,000 — an Increase of 24,300 
from 1956, the bureau of statistics 
reported today,
Birth statistics, gleaned from 
10 provincial registration offices, 
also yielded a birth rate — based- 
on each 1,000 population-r-second 
only to the 1947 all-time .high.
The national rate last year was 
28.6 compared to 28.9 in 1947 and 
represented a sudden rise follow­
ing two successive declines in 
1955-56.
Births in Ontario increased. 
Since, 1953, more babies have 
been born in Ontario each year 




ports on her two Sputniks arrived 
at the International Geophysical 
Year headquarters today but Sec­
retary - General Marcel Nicolct 
said they contained “n o t h i n g  
new.” , '
“ I received them this morning 
and I read them immediately,” 
Nicolct reported. “They bring 
nothing new and nothing more 
than, what we already knew on 
the subject.
“Tho reports contain no nu­
merical data,” he added.
There were 142,299 new Quebec 
citizens last year, an increase of 
7,054 from the year previous. The 
number of new British Colum­
bians rose to 38,533 from, 35,965 
and Albertans to 36,661 from 
32,905.
Deaths last year also reached a 
record high while marriages 
were second only to the all-time 
high in 1946.
Deaths totalled an estimated 
138,800, an increase of-6,800 from 
132,000 in 1956, to raise,the na­
tional death rate to 8.4 from rec­
ord low rates of 8.2 during the 
previous three years. All prov­
inces except Prince Edward Is­
land recorded more deaths.
The number of marriages rose 
to an estimated 136,000 from 
132,700. The record high was 
137,398 weddings in 1946.
Curlers In B.C. finals
PENTICTON (CP) — Vancouv­
er’s Buck Glover served early 
notice today of his intentions to 
capture B.C.’s curling champion­
ship when he whipped Kelowna’s 
J. P. Minctto rink 20-0.
Play opened at 8 n.m. In the 
63rd annual bonsplel, with 91 
rinks competing, a record for tho 
province.
Games arc being played at the 
Penticton Grnnitc Club, official 
home for1 cutlers here, the Me 
inorinl Arenn and at nearby 
Summcrland.
Morning gnmes, all in tho 
Cranna Trophy event, brought no 
surprises, Fraser Vnlloy tenms 
were all in Ihc double - figure 
bracket.. - , 1 \
Results: First draw — Hayes 
Haney 11, Snow, Summcrland 6 
Erlcndscn, Penticton 9, Day, Nar- 
amnta 7; S. Dunn, Penticton 
J. Brittain, Penticton 8; Fnrcn- 
holtz, Nelson ■ 8, Cummlng, Pen 
ticton 11; Glover, Vancouver 20 
Minottc, Kelowna 0; Dirks, Pen 
ticton 12, Colburn, Penticton 
Jordan, KimWricy, 13, Bentley, 
Summcrland, 4; Croft, Summer- 
land 10 Smith, Naramatii 0 (do 
fault); Bertram, Penticton 
Walker, Kelowna 8; Hopkins, Os- 
oyoos 8. Fulks, Pcachlnnd 
Bibby, Penticton 3, Dalryland, 
Chilliwack 15; AshdOwn, Chilli­
wack 12, Hamcrston, Penticton 
6; Carmichael, Prince George 4 
Cameron, Trail 6. ..
dard-bearer businessman David 
Pugh, of Oliver, father of seven 
children and one of Prime Min­
ister Diefenbaker’s f a v o r e d  
“bright young men” •already has 
covered hundreds of miles in 
personal campaigning.
MEETING TUESDAY • 
Okanagan-Boundary Conserva­
tive campaign manager Dorothy 
Harrison-Smith, Kelowna, told 
The Daily Courier today that 
Pugh will meet executives of 
Conservative locals in the north­
ern half of the riding Tuesday 
evening. The meeting is being ar­
ranged to finalize campaign plans 
commenced at a general meet­
ing in Penticton January 27.
The Tuesday meeting will be 
attended by representatives from 
East Kelowna, Okanagan Mis­
sion, Peachland, Rutlahd and 
Westbank.
Mrs. Smith said that as far as 
she knew Pugh is the only can­
didate named thus far in this 
riding. He won the polls a t Kale- 
den, Naramata, Okanagan Mis­
sion, Oliver, Peachland and Pen­
ticton in the last election. He 
was the. only candidate to win a  
majority in, his own home town.
Pugh was renamed Conserva­
tive candidate immediately fol­
lowing the election last June ht 
a nomination meeting in Pentic­
ton. It was his first election cam­
paign and he polled 6,357 votes to 
run third in the four-way fight. .
Officers of the. Okanagan-Boun- 
dary PC Association elected at 
the same meeting are F. H. Her- 
bert, Penticton, president; J. 
(Jim) T. F. Horn and T. C. Mc­
Laughlin, Kelowna, vice-presi­
dents ; George Desbrisay, Pentic­
ton, treasurer..
Social Credit activity h a s  
b^en suspended until the return 
from Ottawa Wednesday, of MP 
Frank. Christian.
Planning will get underway 
then for the Okanagan-Boundary 
Socred convention at Okanagan 
Falls, February 19, when an an­
ticipated 150 delegates will name 
both a candidate and a campaign 
manager.
While rumors from Ottawa in­
dicated Christian wouldn't con­
test the seat, Lance Landie, pres­
ident of the. Kelowna Social Credit 
group says the Christian hollse-
CAMPAIGN—Page 8
FRANK CHRISTIAN. MP 
* • • Yea? .  « . No?
Borden Probe 
Will Receive
CALGARY (CP)-The Alberta 
government will present the first 
brief to the Borden royal com; 
mission on energy 'resources 
opening hearings here today, 
Presentation of the brief by 
Prcrpler E. C. Manning and 
cross-examination of its' contents 
is expeeted to extend through the 
full day.
The seven - man commission 
concentrating in its first phase on 
the oil and natural gas situation, 
will probatyy continue hearlngi 
in Calgary until the beginning 0! 
next month.
DAVID PUGH 
. . .  Yes
C A M P A IG N
BULLETINS
OTTAWA (CP) — Prime Minis­
ter Diefenbaker today called .a 
cabinet meeting after an early5- 
morning conference with party 
research experts, who wlU .be 
responsible for directing the 
Progressive . Conservative ' bid 
for re-election M arch-31,'
OTTAWA (CP) -  L i b e r a l  
Leader -Lester B. Pearson said 
today "Jobs. apd trade” , will bo 
the mosNmportant issues, In tljo 
tlcctlon campaign.; .March 31 el 
OTTAWA (CP) The national
executive 6! the CCF party will 
meet in Toronto Tuesday night to 
discuss party strategy for tho 
March 31 election campaign.
Social Credit Loader ’ Solon 
Low said today his party will 
have sufficient funds to pu t'on  
a good fight-during the March 
31 election campaign.
Four Parties To 
All
AC C EPT U  S . P A R LE Y  M ETH O D
Reds Ask Space Control
S MOSCOW (AP) -  Tho Soviet overnment has notified Prcsl* 
ent Elsenhower officially that it 
will discuss fully the control of 
outer space ns part of a package 
deal including the abolition of 
nuclear weapons and the reduc­
tion of armed forced,
Premier. Nikolai 'A. Bulganin,
in a , communication delivered 
Sunday in Washington, said the 
Soviet Union accepts the Idea of 
preparing for a summit confer- 
cnce through normal diplomatic 
channels but rules out any prior 
foreign ministers' conference,' 
Bulganin, replying to Prc$i- 
Elsenhmver's Jan ,’ 12 letter.dent
proposed a nine-point agenda for 
a summit meeting.
A .Soviet foreign ministry 
jspokestpnn, Leonid F. Ilyichev, 
told a press conference today the 
Soviet government Is ready to 
participate in a summer meet­
ing based on cithor broad or re­
stricted representation.
VANCOUVER (CP>- BpUtlcal 
party officials In British Columbia 
prepared during the week-end for 
an early start on campaigning 
for the March 31 federal election.
Officials of the Progressive Con­
servative, Liberal, CCF and Social 
Credit parties, indicated n il. plan 
to run candidates in every one 
of the. 22 federal 'constituencies 
in B.C, i
Federal standing In B.C. follow- 
ing the Progressive Conservative 
minority victory in the June 10 
election were' conservatives seven 
CCF seven, Social Credit six r id  
Liberals two. ■J w  ihd same’* and her pasty ei
OoWan Quest, president of’MÛi to ^ h o id jtso W V w  B.C,
B.C, Progressive Conservative As­
sociation, said “ we aro confident , 
of winning 12 British Columbia 
seats and-perhaps more."
Alistair Ifrnscr, B- C, Liberal 
organiser,,said "we're looking for-, 
ward to «h spirited1 fight” but ho 
would mak© no predictions,,
Carl Hapillton of Ottawa,-t^CF 
national secretary here on amor-
W "ganlclng trip, said his party 
pacts to make "substantial gains 
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Paper W orkers’ Abortive Strike
Never Have Ha
/. Tbc eleven-week old strike in the pulp 
and paper industry would appear to be near 
\ 'settlement. Apparently all that remains is for 
the strikers to approve the agreement reach­
ed by the negotiating committees..
A similar agreement—or at least one 
t substantially the same—had been reached 
at Christmas and it was expected then that 
the (hike would end momentarily, but for 
some'reason it was dragged on another 
month.
The terms of the proposed settlement 
announced unofficially would indicate that 
the strike did little good to anyone. It would 
appear that basically the terms suggested 
weeks ago by the conciliation board are to 
he adopted. The wage scales are those which 
the employers offered in the first instance. 
This was a 1 /  percent increase whichx the 
unions said they would not accept. The new 
rate is 7 #  percent until June 30th and an 
additional 2 percent thereafter. The new 
agreement doubtless contains one or two 
minor “face-saving” clauses for the union 
leaders. <
It is difficult to see just what good this 
strike accomplished. It has been reliably 
stated that the union members when they 
‘voted for strike action never for one moment 
Expected to be called out. They were called 
fout and the result, has been a severe economic
Views ,0,f Life
During a panel discussion on a recent 
CBC Citizens’ Forum Broadcast, the ques* 
tion arose of what to do with our leisure 
? when science and invention have increased 
: our productive capacity to the point at which 
very little human labor will be needed to 
* provide humanity with all its material needs.
' -. Perhaps the panelists were thinking of 
; the trouble AdamAnd Eve got intp when they 
found themselvps in Eden with all their wants 
supplied and nbthing in particular to do.
All the participants were agreed that 
. the people would have to be trained in the 
way to live happily in this world when (they 
no longer had to work for their living. The 
question then arose of who should provide 
’ this training. .
£•. To this question the union representa­
tiv e  on the panel had a ready answer. He 
would recbgnize three different authorities 
in the country, namely, industrial manage­
ment, government and unions.
; To industrial management he would as- 
' sign the duty of keeping the economy in 
operation and providing the wealth the peo­
ple need for satisfactory living. To this he
loss to themselves, the employers and the 
entire province. The unemployment insur­
ance commission has estimtaed that the un­
ion cost has been, $1,100,000, while the 
strikers in lost w aps lost $5,500,000 and 
the companies lost production valued at about 
$47,000,000.
The real loser in .this and almost any 
other- strike is the striker himself and bis 
family. On the basis of I I  weeks loss of 
wages and a future increase of l J/ 2 percent, 
each striker will have to work 147 months or 
12*4 years to regain the” money he did not 
icceive during those disastrous eleven weeks 
of strike. It is this point which is most im­
pressive about a strike but it is a point which 
union leaders tend to soft pedal rind the 
strikers themselves fail to appreciate. In the 
long run, in most strikes, the persons hurt 
the most are the strikers themselves and their 
families. When they do'get back to wbrk they 
generally must work years to recover the 
wages lost whilcl they were‘out on strike.
This particular strike would seem to 
have been pointless in the first place. Cer­
tainly it was ill-advised in view of the in­
dustry’s economic conditions. The settlement 
would seem to be basically an acceptance o 
the companies’ offer and conciliation board’s 
'suggestions. Through^ the strike everybody 
lost, particularly the 7,000 strikers them 
selves—and their families.
would add the responsibility for training the 
people in the proper use of their leisure.
He would charge the government* with 
the responsibility of providing financial as­
sistance to industry whenever it needed such 
assistance in order to keep going.
And to the unions he would assign the 
task of organizing the people into unions 
strong enough to compel both industry anc 
government to do their duty.
The effective answer to this dream 
a planned economy for the country and plan­
ned lives for the people, came from another 
member of the panel. He said:
“I object to having everything done for 
me. As a person with faculties and judgment 
of my own I want to exercise those faculties 
and that judgment, and develop them. I 
welcome the responsibility of haying to pro­
vide for myself and my dependents.
"Life consists in doing things, and what 
better activities can a man engage in than 
in planning his own life and.working on that 
plan? To« deprive us of the right or the op­
portunity to do that is to rob us of the best 
part of our lives.”— The Rural Scene.
OTTAW A REPORT
STRANGE W A Y TO A IM  A  GUN
DEVISED V .2  ROCKET
rmer 
Brains
German ic ie  
Behind Satellite
WASHINGTON (AP) — Dr. 
Wcrnher von Braun and his 130- 
Jnah team of former German 
scientists finally, have hatched 
their eng—the satellite-carrying 
Juplter-C rocket.
For two years von Braun’s 
team at the United States Army 
ballistic missile agency at Hunts- 
- vllle. Ala., have been aching for 
an opportunity to prove that the 
Juplter-C could hoist an earth 
satellite Into the heavens, 
s The Jupiter-C sat in the army's 
machine, shops while' the navy 
got the Job of putting up a satel­
lite, using the Vanguard rocket, 
with its 27,000-pound thrust, as a 
launcher. The first VaAguard ef­
fort on Dec. 8 Was ^failure. 
DEV18ED V.2 ROCKET 
[  When thfc existence of the 
Juplter-C first was reported by 
The Associated Press last June 
h, von Braun made this obscr 
ta t  ion; '
' “ It is a difficult thing for a 
team which has a lead In eggs 
wot to get an ooportunlty to hatch 
at least one of them.”
Friday night w»a h a t c h i n g  
time.
\\ Von Braun and his team of ex- 
Germans arc the men who do­
sed the V-2 rocket which hit 
ndon hard In the final stages of 
war.
' The story of how the Germans 
come to the U S. goes back to 
1045 and the last days Of Hitler’s 
Third Reich.
> Both the Russians and the 
'Western Allies were sweeping 
through Geriirtany. One of the 
major-oblectives was the missile 
'^ase at Pcenemunde on the Bal 
Sc Sea,
jjTbe Whole story may never be 
did, but there are occasional 
ots of a race by the Americans 
pluck a few of the scientists 
jSSom the Soviet advance, of
Bmcrtcan Intelligence officers tiding these scientists westward 
while others remained behind to 
blow up bridges and roads, 
f Most of the ISO scientists^ now 
gU American dtixens, ware as- 
tumbled first at Fort Bliss, near 
f a  Paso, <Tex.. where they were 
kept under heavy guard. Thehr 
job was to teach Americans about 
the V-2,
, Once a week four of them., ac­
companied by an army sergeant, 
were permitted to go Into El 
Paso (0 shop, have dinner and 
perhaps take In a movie, Each 
carried a, passport as strange as 
anv'iei-rr Issued here.
addressed to. all police authori-be questioned and nobody was 
ties, that if the bearer became to be notified except the author- 







By Joseph  macsween
Canadian Press . Shift Writer
The United States congressional 
election is under way and already 
hot — and confusing — although 
the voting is not until November.
President Eisenhower i f  asking 
the Democrats to leave defence 
problems out of the campaign. 
Meanwhile his chief assistant, 
Sherman A d a m s ,  g o p s  about 
blaming the Democrats for the 
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, 
the U.S, lag in missiles and the 
Korean War.
It appears that Elsenhower, fol­
lowing his custom, will try to 
Sheer away from thb more brutal 
aspects of the campaign, The pol­
ecat Infighting will he done by 
such spokesmen »s Adams and 
Vlc^-Prcsldcnt Nixon.
ACHERON EMERGES 
Tilts at least indicates n settled 
Republican strategy, ©ic Demo­
crats, who control Congress des­
pite the popularity of the Repub­
lican president, have yet to como 
forward with a clear and unified 
policy,
Dean Acheson, secretary or 
stato under former President Tru- 
man, has fclt .it necessary to re­
pudiate proposals on the cold war
TO YEARS AG O
February, 1948
Who cares about Ground-Hog 
Day!!? Vancouver may haye its 
fog, Eastern Canada may be en­
during sub-zero tempertures, but 
insofar as Kelowna is concerned, 
residents of this “banana belt” 
are just .about ready to dust the 
cob-webs off the. garden tools 
while jgolfers are all set to polish 
uo their irons. Old timers of the 
Kelowna district state this is the 
mildest winter on record. So far 
this year, the temperature has 
not dipped below 12 above.
W. H. Sands, of Kelowna, was 
re-elected president of the Ok­
anagan District Trades and Labor 
Council (TLC) at the annual 
meeting held in Kelowna. Other 
officers are W. H. fleck, Kelow­
na, vice-president; Mrs. M.' ST. 
Atwood, Vernon, secretary-treas 
urer;S.JT. Jessop, Kelowna, war­
den; Mrs. F. Tyshurst, Penticton, 
statistician.
20 YEARS AGO 
i Fbruary, 1938
Due to lack of financial support 
the Mosqquito Control Associa­
tion will not take part in any 
control work during 1938 but will 
merely advise.
30 YEARS AGO 
February, 1928
Mayor D. W. Sutherland an­
nounced at a., meeting of city 
council that as a result of his 
visit to Victoria, the Provincial 
Government had promised to go 
fifty-fifty with the city on the 
work' required to guard against 
damage from high water con­
ditions in Mission Creek, provid­
ed the total outlay would not 
Exceed $8,000. ■
40 YEARS AGO 
February, 1918
The Kelowna Volunteer Fire 
Brigade had 15 calls during 1917.
Of these, four were on account 
of grass fires and six were chim­
ney fires. The total loss in the 
other five fires was only $445, 
all of which was covered by in­
surance.
50 YEARS AGO 
February, 1908 
The new Baptist Church was 
formally dedicated and opened 
tot worship on Sunday, January 
26. The dedicatory sermon was 
preached by Rev. H. G. Esta- 
brook, B.A. of Summerland.-and 
the dedicatory prayer was offer 
ed by Prof. E. W. Sawyer * M.A
Labor Candidates 
To Seek Election
TORONTO (CP) — The Labor- 
Progressive party Saturday an­
nounced the naming of two candi­
dates to seiek flection to Toronto 
constituencies in the next federal 
election.
Nelson Clarke, formerly of Re 
gina and now a member of the 
Communist party’s national ex­
ecutive, will c o n t e s t  Toronto 
Parkdale and Sam Walsh, former 
Toronto school trustee and for­
mer union organizer, will con­
test Toronto Spadina. Both seats 
now are held by Progressive Con­
servatives.
By PATRICK NICHOLSON
;, (Specially written fer 
The Dally Courier)
OTTAWA: A friend in Quebec 
City tells me about some active 
campaigning for our Conserva­
tive prime minister now in pro­
gress there. This friend sent a 
suit to be cleaned. In due course 
itwas returned, on a hanger 
and neatly wrapped in a paper 
container. Pinned on its lapel 
was a blue badge on which white 
lettering spelled out: ‘T m  for 
John Diefenbaker.
WELCOME RECOVERY 
The friends here of Blake Huff­
man, MP from Kent (O.), are de­
lighted to learn that Mrs. Huff­
man is making excellent' pro­
gress after two serious opera­
tions. The Industrious Blake 
made an unusual withdrawal 
from( Parliament for several 
days so that he could be near 
his wife. We are so accustomed 
to seeing him in his place in 
Parliament that his absence . was 
quickly noticed. At the begin­
ning of this session, Chatham's 
MP was honored by being ap­
pointed deputy whip for the whole 
Liberal parliamentary group 
Absenteeism among Liberal MP': 
has been staggering this session 
Seldpm have more than 38 out 
of the 106 Liberals attended the 
opening of each day’s session 
But this absenteeism has been 
accounted- for by the Quebec 
members, not by those under 
Mr. Huffman’s charge.
NO SOUTHERN DRAWL 
Ross Thatcher, ex-Liberal MP 
‘or Moose Jaw, brought his wife 
Peggy to Ottawa to attend the 
Liveral convention with him 
Later they left for a long motor 
trip to New York, Washington 
Florida, New Orleans, Mexico 
and Texas, taking in some cattle 
shows and planning to get bac 
to Moose Jaw late in, Marc] 
Ross wanly hoped that the call 
to electoral battle will not cut 
short his first opportunity for 
late-wintea holiday after twelve 
consecutive years in Parliament. 
OSHAWA’S FIRST LADY 
Mrs. Anne Starr came here 
from Oshawa last week to join 
Iter husband, the minister of lab­
or, and together they were to 
accompany Prime Minister and 
Mrs. John Diefenbaker to Winp' 
peg. There they were all to at­
tend a big gathering of Canadians 
of Ukrainian origin. Mike Starr, 
the son of Ukrainian immigrant 
Matthew Star chewski, is the first
pointed to the federal cabinet,. 
SLUR IN ERROR 
The reputation of ex-Prlme 
Minister Louis St. Laurent has 
suffered a typographical wound, 
am sorry to say.
My colleague Earl Wcrstlne 
writes in his column in the Galt 
Reporter!' that “a businessman, 
who we presume is a Liberal, 
said that Patrick Nicholson's-re­
port about the finale of Louis 
St. Laurent as leader of the Lib­
eral party was the dirtiest at­
tack on a public man that he 
»ad ever read in print.”
Under the heading “Honor St. 
Laurent,” I wrote "There can­
not be a single MP of any party 
who has never felt â  twinge of 
sadness a t the spectacle of our 
ormec prime minister. . . Un­
fortunately one of the five typo­
graphical errors in the rendering 
of my column turned “sadness” 
nto “madness,” which entirely 
altered the whole tone of my 
sympathetic account of a reject­
ed and dejected retiring leader. 
Of course nobody is now "mad” 
at Mr. St. Laurent. *
Those errors lie not with the 
admirable press-room staff of 
the Galt “Reporter," but with 
the operation of the Canadian 
Press teletypesetting system, 
which repeated them to all news­
papers on the circuit. .
BIBLE THOUGHT
Those that seek me diligently 
shall find me. Prov. 8:17.
That should be easy tor He is 
knocking at our door. We should 
invite Him in.
Canadian of that race to be ap-&
Y O U R  B A B Y
WANTS
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that a reunited Germany have 
only a limited military force.
Achcson, believing that military 
and economic power is the basis 
of political strength, repudiated 
these ideas on behalf of the'Dem­
ocratic party. He called them ■ --
recently enunciated by George F 
Kcnnan, once his right-hand man 
in the,state department.
Until recently little had been 
heard from Achcson, who Is 
highly spcccMfol lawyer in pri­
vate life, since the '‘Republicans 
‘t^wer. But he has remained 
a jpoUUcnJly In a quiet way 
emerged with a new 
e s t a foments 
at%Jmoritlng down Ken 
haw's theories.'
STEVENSON SILENT 
Kffnnan, In a scries of lectures 
broadcast by the BBC, proposed 
ttiAt the Atlantic Pact powers and 
tlte Soviet ’Union' withdraw their 
forces from the heart of Europe 
that a tone be established In cen- 
tra p  EOropc from which raiderr
Each passport bore a notation, wca|>ons would bo barred a,
mystical,”
In Canadian eyes, it seems odd 
that Adlai Stevenson, titular head 
of the Democrats, has not ex 
pressed an opinion on Kennnn 
who was ambassador to Russia 
as well ns n state department 
policy - maker when the .Demo­
crats were in power.
Perhaps Stevenson felt that 
Achcson, ns Kcnnnn's former 
boss, was the man to reply, cs 
poclnlly since their names have 
been closely linked on important 
Democratic poliqy in the past, 
POLITICAL SUICIDE 
Kcnnnn’s plan for withdrawal 
of forcigq forces excited wide at 
tcntlon in Europe, including West 
Germany, where several of the 
lectures were printed in full by 
newspapers, Bilt Dr. Heinrich 
?on Brenfono\ West Germany’ 
orclgn minister, reacted angrily 
against some aspects,
Acheson has been nt pains to 
point out that Kcnnan, now at­
tached to the institute of ad­
vanced studies, Princeton, N.J., 
speaks only for himself, not the 
Democrats. He holds that “our 
withdrawal from a position once 
strongly held would Indicate to 
the Russinns on abandonment of 
any intentions to dispute the posi­
tion."
And in any case, says Achcson, 
it would be political suicide for 
the Russinns to agree to such 
withdrawal of their forces no' 
because it would lead to an up­
heaval among the satellite coun­
tries that could well spread-to the 
Soviet Union itself.
No one knows this better than 
Nikita Khrushchev, hence . Ken- 
nan’s plan is impractical from
T
On The Other Side
A psychologist comes up 
with the startling “discovery” 
that “kids arc not like adults.” 
Heck! Our great-great-grand- 
parents'knew that—and their 
great-great-grandparents before 
them.
, # # * _
Legally, the pedestrian has 
the right-of-way at a crossing 
but if he's smart, he’ll look 
left-of-way.
As the Brandon Sun put it 
“No matter how low a man 
may fall, he can always fipd a
aog or a woman to love him.”
■ * # *
According to recent stalls 
tics, Canada now has one 
passenger car for every five 
of the population.
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. . a t  y o u r  f i n g e r t i p s
The fireman's hat is a symbol o f protection. <
So is your fire ipsurance policy.
W hen fire strikes! alert firemen are soon on their, w ay* 
accepting risks themselves to protect your life and p rop erty. 
And when fire strikes, fire insurance steps in to 
offset disastrous financial loss.
Every w eek, some 1 ,4 0 0  fires |>reak out across C a n a d a . 
Companies writing fire insurance p a y  out more than 
. one hundred.million dollars annually in claims. And yet virtually 
all the fires which take the lives-of more than 
500 Canadians each year arp preventable.
Fire insurance safeguards your property.
But only you can guarantee against loss p f life.
Safety pays dividends. . .  saves lives, help* '
tp lower your insurance costs. Be C are ful. '
A L L  C A N A D A  IN S U R A N C E  F E D E R A T IO N
on behalf of more tftan 200comparing c>r,ipanhawtlllai$ •
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Please .A id In Polio Fight
s » n
By TRACY ADRIAN
These exciting new pumps 
provide a fine recipe forefoot 
flattery, especially when they 
are teamed with a pair of sem- 
less. stockings. Of scarlet calf.
they feaure high, pointed, 
seamless backs;* pointed toes, 
and a very tnarrow heel. With 
them arfe worn stockings in a 
shade designed for wear with 
all the pink-to-red colors.
Mr. and Mrs. Meausette were 
ust starting on an ambitious 
new phase of their life together 
when disaster struck.
Mrs. Meausette had taken a job 
teaching primary school in Sur­
rey to earn a little extra money. 
She had found a nice kindergar­
ten to look after her two young 
children during the day while she 
was away from their home at 
3654 Tanner, Vancouver.
Two days after she started her 
new job she was stricken by 
polio.
Today, more than four months 
later, she is still under treatment 
at Pearson Hospital in Vancou­
ver, buoyed up by the friendli­
ness of her nurses and the hfelp 
of the Kinsmen-sponsored B.C. 
Child Care and Polio Fund.
She is letting her story be told 
to alert everyone in B.C. to the 
need for the Fund’ to reach its 
current campaign objective of 
$275,000.
For 42-year-old Kathleen Meau­
sette. the future still holds many 
problems.
Luckily, h e r1 two young chil­
dren -- Jeremy, 3Vi, and Stephen 
4%: — have adjusted well and 
think nothing of seeing their 
mother in an iron lung.
In fact, after almost daily 
visits to the hospital, they were 
right in their element the other 
day showing off their knowledge 
to , fellow kindergarten pupils 
who made a tour of the hospital.
The Polio Fund pays for a full­
time housekeeper to look after 
the family.,
"Any mother will know how 
much I value that," says Mrs. 
Mausette. “It’s one of the big­
gest worries off my mind to 
know that someone is taking
y >
HITHER A N D  Y O N
MOTHER CONFINED TO IRON LlING
Iron lung patient is Mrs. 
Mausette, stricken with polio 
last September, two days alter’ 
she had started a new job as a 
primary school teacher to aid
good care of the children and my 
husband.”
Mr. Meausette has no regular
job at the moment and is taking' who thought a tragedy like polio
a course at Vancouver Voca­
tional School in an effort to get 
a good job where he can support 
his family.
He managed to earn a few dol­
lars working for the Post Office
family finances. B.C. Child 
Care and Polio Fund is helping 
take 'care of her husband and 
two small Children by provid­
ing a full-time housekeeper.
during the Christmas rush.
The Meausettes admit they 
were one of the many families
MRS. H. II. BOUCHER . . .  of 
Vancouver has returned to Van­
couver after spend a week in 
Kelowna visiting her mother Mrs. 
W. J . Knox. Mrs. Bruce Grady, 
Mrs. Knox’s sister is visiting here 
at the present time.
RETURNING TO VANCOU­
VER . . . Mrs. E. Dixon who is 
returning to Vancouver today 
with her young children will be 
accompanied by her mother, 
Mrs. L. Renaud.
MR. AND MRS. W. H. BAR­
KER . . . have left for an ex­
tended holiday in the U.S. and 
Canada. Journeying to Portland 
and Los Angeles, then to Chicago 
and Rochester. Returhlng to Can­
ada they will travel to Toronto. 
Fort William and ParkhiU in 
Ontario, stop at Winnipeg, then 
return to Kelowna after a holi­
day of about, three months spent 
visiting friends and relatives.
MR. and MRS. W. B. HUGHES- 
GAMES . . . have returned after 
spending a week in Vancouver 
where Mr. Hughes-Games was a 
delegate for the B.C. Division of 
the Canadian Chamber of Com­
merce, and where he accepted 
an invitation to attend ah address 
given by Lester Pearson. Mrs. 
Hughes-Games enjoyed a visit 
with children and grandchildren
While at the coast city they 
attended the funeral of Lawrence 
Goodship, father of Mrs. Peter 
Underhill, who is a well-known 
former Kelowna teacher.
Valentine Ball A t  Aquatic 
Few Tickets-§tjll Available
The sixth annual Valentine 
Ball, sponsored, by the Junior 
Hospital AtixillarV promises to 
be a gala affair* - - - 
It will be held on -Friday, Feb­
ruary 7, in the Aquatic bAllroom, 
with Charles Pettmah in attend’ 
ance.
Mrs. R. Prosser Is convening 
thp dance, assisted by Mrs. Peter 
Calhoon. In charge of decorations 
are Mrs. Wm, Crooks, Mrs. K. B. 
MacNell and Mrs. J . W. Kelly. 
Other committee members In­
clude Mrs. Norman Murray, tick
could* never happen to them.
“We are lucky," says Mrs. 
Meausette, “that there is a group 
like the B.C. Child Car and Polio 
Fund prepared to lend a helping 
hand/*
RETURNS HOME . . .  Mr. Wil 
liam Rothwell returned home on 
Friday after a two-month visit 
with. Ids son and daughter-in-law 
Mr. and Mrs. John Rothwell of 
Vancouver.
LEAVES TODAY . . .  Mr. Jack 
Moryson is returning today to 
Haney after ^pending the past 
week .with his bereaved mother, 
Mrs. T. R. Moryson, of Okanagan 
Mission.
ets, Mrs. L. Leathley, entertain­
ment, and Mrs. B, A, Trump, 
publicity.
Ten valuable door prises will 
be drawn for at the supper hour. 
Tickets are limited, but were are 
a few still available. For infor­
mation contact Mrs. Norman 
Murrey at 4486.
O K AN AG A N  MISSION
Miss Marina Weiss, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. E. Weiss, has 
returned to Royal Columbian 
Hospital to complete nurses traili­
ng, the last phase being psych­
iatric training at Essondale. Miss 
Weiss expects to graduate near 
the end of April.'
A centennial mectirtg was held 
at the home of Mr. R. L. Wignall 
recently. Plans are underway for 
the Centennial Day celebrations, 
which will be held August 9. 
Local organizations are being 
asked to take over the manage 
ment of various entertainments. 
Another meeting will be held In 
March.
Mrs. H. Raby, who has been a 
patient at Kelowna General Hos­
pital for the past two weeks, has 
returned home and is making a 
good recovery.
PRINCE GEORGE '(C P )  — 
Mayor Carrie Jane Gray has re­
quested explanations from Lands 
and Forest Minister R. G., Willis- 
ton and Attorney-Genferal Robert 
Bonner regarding shutdown of 
women's jail here. She said 
Thursday only reply sho 'receiv­
ed was a wire‘from Mr. Bonner 
stating his department will do its 
best to place-the staff elsewhere 
in the province.
W ife Preservers
\n eld dm« con hove « hmt leek 
wirii « detachable pilgrim veDar. 







VANCOUVER (CP)—For the 
first time in its 70-year history, 
women are taking an active part 
In the . administration of Van­
couver’s Chinatowns 
Mrs. Cy Mark and Mrs. Har­
vey Lowe, Canadian-born busi­
ness women, have' been elected 
to the executive board o f ’the 
Chinese Benevolent Association, 
formed In 1889 to aid sick, aged 
and starving Chinese.
“Chinese women insist Jon be­
ing, emancipated,’’ said president 
Fooo Sien. Mr. Foon; one ,of the 
most respected members of the 
Chinese community, is luujwn as 
the mayor of Chinatown.
The huge, loosely-knit society 
was started by Chinese mer­
chants who wanted to, pool their 
slim resources to dole out rice 
by starving coolies. Today, it 
specializes in 10-course dinners 
with enough guests to 'fill three 
large restaurants.
KEEP TRADITIONS '
But the 44,000/members across 
Canada — many of whom live 
or work in the brightly-lit . Chi­
nese community here — have 
never forgotten their original
mission^ They still care for the
sick and aged and ensure tradi­
tion is observed at funerals.
The Vancouver society; was 
started when 4,000 coolies found 
themselves out of work after 
helping to build the Canadian 
Pacific Railway through to .ftje 
Pacific.
A news report of the day de­
scribed their situation;:
“They live cn the smell of’ an 
oily rag and the memory o f  yes 
terday’s meal.” '
In 1908 a gang of whites in­
vaded the area now known as 
one of the largest Chinese com­
munities outside the Orient. They 
smashed shops and terrorised 
the inhabitants
They met no resistance, ■ but 
the Chinese fought , back through 
their society, claiming, damages 
from the federal government.
A rising young politician, W.L 
MacKenzie King, came from Ot­
tawa, surveyed the damage and 
recommended that the govern­
ment pay up 
It was a lesson in unity 
that Chinatown's 30,000 - inhabit­
ants still remember.
OKANAGAN MISSION — Mrs. 
R. Lemmon was elected presi­
dent of the Okanagan Mission 
Girl Guide Group Committee at 
the annual meeting held recently. 
Other officers included: vice- 
president, Mrs. D". Buckland, 
secretary, Mrs. R. Wignall, treas­
urer, Mrs. N. Apsey.
Mrs. G. Sarsons was chosen 
uniform convener, and Mrs. R. 
Kerr, badge convener. Refresh­
ments will be convened by Mrs. 
N. Matick, transportation, Mrs. 
B. Moir, w i t h  Mrs. Scutt, 
Mrs. D. Braund and Mrs. P. Ed­
wards in charge of camp conven 
Other committee heads in-
.LET'S EAT
Two Chili Recipes In One Here 
Delicious .Change Is Inexpensive
By IQA BAILEY ALLEN
•’Chili con came is hot stuff!” 
exclaimed the Chef, "I mean 
very good, to eat.
"Many persons think it Is as 
fiery as a strong curry,’’ 1 re­
plied, “but the contrary is true. 
A chill dish is seasoned with 
chill. powder which is flavorful 
and full-bodied, but not ’hot’.’’ 
SEASON FOR TASTE 
* "Here's a new kind o f , chill 
con came you can season to 
taste, Chef. It comes in a can 
with a double lid, with the pack­
et of chill powder between, 
“Season the chill to taste 
while heating. Ana Here’s my 
new, two-way rcclne for chill to 
make at home—the chill 'cpm 
came and chill con pcscado 
(with fish).
TOMORROW’S DINNER
French Onion Soup 
Chill Con Carno or 
UhlU Con Pcscado 
Southern Corn Bread- 
Coleslaw
Brown Sugar Custard, 
Coffee Ten Milk 
AU measurements arc level:
, recipes proportioned to servo 4
Cllli.I TWO WAYS 
Chill Con Came (Meat) — In 
a frying pan, combine 2 tbsp. 
finvory drippings, 1 minced large 
onion. I  minced, seeded, large 
green pepper and % c. chopped 
celery. Saute 3 min. \
Add 1 lb. chopped beef chuck 
put through the chopper twice. 
Stlr-firy until nearly browned.
Add 1 Mi tap. chill powder and 
} tsp. salt. ,
Meantime, combine and heat 
1 (I lb.) canned tomato and 2 
(No. 2) cans ted kidney beans in 
■ &qt. snucepnn. Add to the 
meat mixture. Simmer 30 min 
Next, prepare the rice.
TO dO this, brown 1 c. un­
cooked rice in 1 tbsp. bacon fat 
or butter. Add 2 c. water. Cover, 
Bojl 20 min. or until dry and 
tender. Stir Into the chill, Pass 
com bread.
CHIU Can Feacada (Fish)
Follow the recipe for Chill Con 
Came. Instead of chopped meat, 
use I  lb. small-diced fresh ur 
fjttten fillets of any firm-fleshed
Santhem Cam Bread: This 
com bread has a moist close 
texture and I* not sweet.
ALICE WINSBY — WOMEN’S EDITOR
Mon., Feb. 3, 1958 THE DAILY COURIER
Cleanliness Requisite O f Health'
ing. b  \ /  , .  i i r \ • I n  .1
Youngsters Need Daily Baths
By ELEANOR ROSSclair Thompson, Mrs. Buckland,Mrs. Tod,, and Mrs. Apsey.
Okanagan Mission is now in- The Asiatic flu bug is just one 
eluded -in Kelowna District 2, more of the monsters that 
with Mrs. A. F. G. Drake as Pla8ue us-during the season of 
commissioner. Brown Owl for the inclement weather.
Brownie pack Mrs. Bruce Actually, though, even mon 
Smith, Tawny Owl is Mrs. Clar- sters can have something good 
ence Harris and Grey Owl is about them, and that goes for 
Mrs. G. Tod. the flu bug,Joo. It has made .Us
Brownies-earned J 3 proficiency [more health - conscious than 
badges during the year, and five |ever before, 
brownies earned their Golden MOTHER’S RESPONSIBLE 
bars, Golden hands, and then It has also made the home- 
flew up to Guides. Captain for maker aware that she—not the 
the Guide company is Mrs. G. family doctor—-is primarily re 
Mills _and Roberta Sarsons is sponsible for keeping members 
company leader. . of. her household well.-She knows
Highlights of the year, for the that the most effective agent 
Company, were the earning of against cold and flu germs , is 
? e „  , ,  , d . c v  , ? , » en cleanliness, especially when it 
the Gold cords by Patricia Kerr COmes to fighting diseases that 
and Roberta Sarsons, and having are spread from pei.son to per. 
Roberta chosen to attend the Girl son
n i a l S r lOnCte^ ' 1K „ < r P at NThat’s why daily baths and 
D^ w » ra f’ m„nth„rp fresh clothes are "so important
sefl willingness to help with the J very member of the family, 
company in the absence of a I KEEP THEM CLEAN 
Lieutenant, and a good year is H your youngsters are . like 
anticipated in both the Brownie most and love to wear blue jeans
put up the ironing board.
Doctors say that, while keep­
ing youngsters clean, well-fed 
and well-rested may not make 
them immune to flu, it will cer­
tainly cut down the chances of 
complications. And it is the com­
plications, not the mild vjrus it­
self, that causes the real trouble 
and takes the most serious toll
Newcomers who have recently 
taken up residence here: Mr. and 
Mrs. P. O. Suter from Red Deer, 
Alta, whose new home is 1 Bank- 
head Apts. Mrs. M. E. Worts,
Local Thespians 
Will Meet Tues.
A one-act play under the direc­
tion of Danny Hayman will be 
presented at the Kelowna Little 
Theatre building tomorrow night. 
Members and all others inter­
ested are reminded of the gen­
eral m.eeting to be held at 8 p.m. 
Several important decisions will 
be made at this meeting, and 
discussion of next year’s direc­
tors makes it imperative that as 
many members as possible at­
tend.
PREPARE FOR SUMMIT
WASHINGTON (AP) — State 
Secretary Duties has organized 
a state department “task force” 
to work on problems expected to 
arise in connection with any 
summit conference which may be 
held in the predictable , future. 
The assignment of a group of of­
ficials to prepare position papers 
on United States policy in such a 
situation is routine procedure 
state department officials said 
Friday night."
formerly of Revclstoke, B.C, and 
now living at 560 Harvey Ave. 
Mr and Mrs. A. C. Withers and 
their teen-age son, who come 
from Regina, Sask., are making 
their home on R.R. 4.
--CUT THIS O U T -
We suggest that you cut this out to put alongside your 
phone or paste into your address book
Day and Night Prescription Service
LO N G  SUPER DRUGS LT D .
FREE DELIVERY PHONE 2180 
Night Phones 4165 — 4175 — 852?
>
STORE HOURS
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.V Sat. 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Friday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. AU Year Round 
Sundays and HoUdays 2 to 5:30 p.m.
We invite community organizations to take advantage of 
the free advertising we offer on our revolving sign.
Pack and Guide Company,
Combine the following Ingre­
dients: 2' c. enriched corn meal 
tsp. baking soda, 1 tbsp 
sugar, 1 well-beaten egg,'2 , tbsp. 
melted shortening, 2 c. butter­
milk and % tsp. salt. Beat thor­
oughly, ,
Transfer to an oiled ,7"xll" 
cake pan. Bake 35 min." In a 
moderate oven, 37$F; o r 1 until 
golden brown. , s
Brown Sugar ‘Custard: Slightly 
beat 3 eggs. Stir in 3 c. cold 
milk, Vi c. light brown1 sugar, % 
tsp. salt and tsp. pure vanlUa 
extract. j, '
Transfer to- 6 medium-sized 
custard cups.’ Dust with a Utile 
cinnamon. Place in a pan of hot 
water.
Bake in a moderate overt, j350 
F. about 30 min. or until a knife 
inserted In the- center comes out 
clean.
Remove at once from the hot 
water, Serve chilled.
to school, see that they are clean 
jeans. With today’s automatic 
washing machines, a d a i l y  
laundering of denims and other 
schooltogs is no more trouble 
than making the beds.,And with 
the increased, emphasis on wash- 
and-wears, ypu rarely have to
8&» Kelowna, Arts
Centennial Plans 
Made A t Mission
OKANAGAN MISSION — The 
exccutlvo of the Community Hhll 
Association held a special meet­
ing at the, home of the president, 
Geoffrey Sarsons , recently, The 
chief purpose of the meeting ’typu 
to. approve the1 plans drawn1 up 
by the centennial group/ iThc 
centennial project will be.’hei 
ing, new flooring, /and inter! 
decorating of the . Community
Michael Utcly, who was pres­
ent at the meeting, will malto a 
miniature model Which the group 
hopes will be on display at’ the 
Anglican turkey supper at the 
hall. This will be held on Wed­
nesday, February 5. The mode 
also will be op display at all 
social functions'at the hall so 
that residents may see what they 
will be canvassed for.
Canvassing will start In the 
Mission very soon, and residents 
are asked to be as generous as 
possible as whatever 'sum  la 
realised will be matched by the 
government. Residents are alio 
reminded that memberships to 
the Community Hall Association 
are now on sale., , ,
PAINTING
There will be two displays of 
pictures in the Library Board 
Room during February.
From February l  to 15, paint 
ings by the Revclstoke Art Group.
From February 16 to 28, Mexi­
can prints 
PHOTOGRAPHY
The Kelowna Camera Club Will 
hold Its regular meeting in the 
Library Board Room on Wednes­
day, February 12, at 8. Mr 
Whltham will speak on “De­
veloping color film-three color 
separation."
The regular clored slide coin- 
petition will have two subjects 
this month .-.Christmas scenes 
and fall colors. Two slides may 
be submitted in each category 
and everyone in welcome. 
FILM8
The Kelowna Film Council, will 
hold Us annual meeting in $ho 
Library Board Ro6m on Monday, 
February 10, at 7:00 p.m. Annual 
reports, election of officers, and 
, ,a pew constitution will be Items
WHITE is making itself at | on the agenda 
jhome in town during the win­
ter, so one doesn't have to go 
south or take a cruise to in­
dulge in the Joy of wearing 
spanking, sparkling white,
Tine for resort or town is this 
’Winter white, silk and wool 
two-pieder with a middy look 
to the top. The high-rising 
neckline suggests a mandarin 
c  Uar and a notched V marks 
the centre of the loose-hang­
ing ovcrblouse. The skirt is 
straight.




-PANMUNJOM, Korea (AP)- 
The Communist* today protested! 
tlie United' Nations command’s I 
introduction of atomic weapons 
Into S o u t h  Korea. T|io UN 
promptly rejected the protest. 
The protest was lodged at the 
80th meeting of the \ Military! 








(Over a 16 Week Period)
. ’ 5
Complete Dictionary is on
At SUPER-VALU
Volume 1 is Still Available
'i
No Other Dictionary Offer Comes Near 
The Value of This One
. k ' ‘ ' ' , ' . ■ H . ' , ’ ' • .. ' ' * I ' ’ ' ,
We Feel This is One of the Best Offers 
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Hockey Cleanup* Still On 
I n  .
By GEORGE INOUS
(Ceorier Sparta Editor)
A Vcrnon-brewcd “tempest in a teapot” turned out to be 
a very luke-warm cup of tea, indeed.
On'Saturday the air was filled with implications of im 
pending disaster for the OSHL’s president, H. A. “Bill” Nich­
olson of Penticton. Two Vernon news sources quoted their 
unofficial sources as saying that the delegates from the home 
of the former Allen Cup champions would ask for Mr. Nichol­
son’s resignation at a league meeting held in the Allison Hotel 
on Sunday.
The in camera meeting provided no startling upsets, 
however. President Nicholson is still in the chair, with the solid 
backing of at least 75% of the league in his office, and the 
warm approval of at least the same percentage of the league 
in his attempts to clean up the style of play in the Okanagan.
The opposition was provided by the former Allan Cup 
champions, the Vernon Canadians. Their pique in the matter 
of the league clean-up is perfectly understandable, since they 
have already been the hardest hit by the move, and are going 
to find the going even tougher if they do not pull up their 
hosiery. ’
Vernon’s mayor, F. F. Becker, making a loud noise like 
a hockey fan, rather than the city’s chief magistrate, did some 
complaining to BCAHA president Ed Benson of Trail over the 
way president Nicholson had handled the matter of suspen­
sions to Tom Stecyk of Vernon and Bill Warwick of Kamloops. 
Co-incidental wjth his airing of his belief that president Nichol­
son had erred came the news that president Nicholson was 
going to be asked to resign.
Fortunately for hockey in the OSHL, the report was more 
wishful than factual.
BEGINNING OF T H E  END
What is becoming increasingly more evident to this corner 
Is the fact that the league is witnessing the end of an era— 
fortunately for the wives and1 families of hockey players, a 
short one. ,
The era is the dominance of brutality and flagrant dis­
regard for person in a game that has been Classified by many 
as the world’s finest spectator sport.
The climax of this period of senseless flaunting of au­
thority came in the Vernon arena last Friday night, when the 
Packers and Canadians met for what was billed as a league 
game. What the fans, including several hundred boys celebrat­
ing tite end of “Minor Hockey Week in Canada,” actually saw 
was an exhibition of complete disregard for fair play, sports­
manship or integrity. It was enough to turn the hardiest stom­
ach.
The first instance of irregularity occurred before the game 
was fully a minute old, when referee Bill Neilson was forced 
to hand out a misconduct for disregard of his authority, and 
continued throughout 60 minutes of play.
Through it all the majority of the players, both Cana­
dians and Packers, played the game as jjecently as they were 
capable of. A handful of miscreants were responsible for the 
unhappy travesty on the name of hockey.
When the game was over, one Kelowna player was fore-, 
ed to go to hospital and have five teeth removed to accom­
pany the one that had been knocked out in an unprovoked 
assault with a stick held in the cross-check position by Frank 
King.
Defence man Harry Smith had earned this vicious, de­
liberate, assault by the simple expedient of handing King a 
stiff body check a few minutes before when he came in with 
Jiis head down. The check was a clean shoulder block, in the 
best traditions of the game. The reprisal was a low and coward­
ly attack that made no pretence at being anything else
Goal tedder Dave Gatherum was limping on Saturday, 
(wearing a huge bruise on his shoulder, and sporting a lump 
, on tiie side of his jaw. He received his as the result of a com 
pletely unprovoked attack by defence man Ted Labodia. All 
Gatherum had done in the previous period was kick out 14 
Vernon shots on goal in a sensational display of goal-tending.
Gatherum’s “incident” came in the third frame, when he 
failed to keep a vigilant eye in all directions. Lebodia was 
just inside the blue linej and noticing the little goal-tender’s 
attention focussed elsewhere than on him, skated in briskly 
and crashed him into the pipes of the goal. Only the padding 
he wore saved Gatherum from, being more seriously hurt in 
this deliberate attempt to injure which drew a mere five 
minutes.
Couple these incidents with streams of profanity and 
vivid pantomimic disregard of the officials throughout the 
game, and the complete list of elbowing, butt-ending, spearing, 
high-sticking and sundry minor infractions, and you have the 
"game.” There was a time when Vernon would have won the 
hockey game, also. Friday night they lost, 6-3.
It was the beginning of the end.
BLOW  FOR HOCKEY i
The executive of the league arc to be commended for 
their move in showing confidence in president Nicholson—it 
was a blow for hockey.
With the quiet-spoken Penticton optometrist continuing 
In the chair, hockey fans may be assured that the move to 
keep hockey for the hockey players and take it out of the 
hands'of uncouth barbarians will continue, Over the weekend, 
he met and conquered what may very will be the last surge 
. of insurrection, and with any kind of luck the game may be 
paramount in the OSHL from here on in.
No matter what the fortunes of their individual clubs 
may be, the delegates of the teams that voted for Mr. Nichol­
son feel they have played a part in removing a cancerous 
growth that has been threatening to undermine the resistance 
of the game in the valley.








The Kelowna Packers romped 
over the Vernon Canadians on 
home ice Saturday night, hand­
ing the former Allan Cup Cham­
pions a 7-1 licking, and holding 
onto their three-point bulge in 
the league lead.
Appearing to be a much-sub­
dued squad over the club that 
roughed their way through Fri 
day night's 6-3 loss to the Pack­
ers. the Cana Hans nevertheless
Clayed defenceman Tom Stecyk i violation of his suspension, 
which should have applied in 
Saturday's game also.
Defence man Harry Smith 
listened to the game from his 
hospital bed, where he was con­
fined for dental surgery after 
having been the victim of a de­
liberate cross-checking attack by 
Vernon’s Frank King the night 
before.
Goalie Dave Gatherum played 
a sensational game in the Pack­
ers' victory, going until 7:29 of 
the third frame with his shutout, 
in spite of a badly swollen jaw. 
bruised thigh and shoulder < suf­
fered in Friday night's game 
also. Gatherum was the 'victim 
of an unprovoked attack by Ted 
Lebodia that drove him full force 
into the goal's, framework.
Scintillating work by the entire 
club gave the Packers the win. 
maintaining their hold on the 
league lead as the Kamloops 
Chiefs waxed the Penticton Vees 
10-1.
The "kid line" of Bill Voss and 
Greg Jablonski, centred by dur-
,5 *
* A .  » l <
H
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Coach Jack O'Reilly, the 
Packers’ amiable mentor, looks 
over the king-sized lump on 
goalie Dave Gatherum’s jaw. 
The sensational net-minder 
drew the lump, plus severe 
shoulder and thigh bruises, 
when he was the object of a
brutal and unprovoked attack 
by Vernon’s Ted Lebodia Fri­
day night. The stubby net- 
minder was bodied viciously 
into the pipes, caught un­
awares, and knocked out cold, 
but came back to continue his 
stellar job between the pipes.
Defence man Harry Smith lost 
six teeth and suffered gum la­
ceration and jaw bone trouble 
as the result of a cross-check­
ing attack by Vernon’s Frank 




By RICHARD ANCO 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
renaicnee, wasn., inouc jio p ^ th ree  placings. in  each
superb showing in the event1
Downhill — Charlie Cadwell,
Stampeders Finally Climb 
Into W H L Playoff Berth
BANFF, Alta. (GP)—Two Nor­
wegians swept most of the in­
dividual honors a t the 12th an­
nual international intercollegiate 
ski meet here, and gave their 
college,, Wenatchee Valley, its 
first championship in the history 
of the competition. .
The threeday meet ended Sun­
day and the team from the small 
Wenatchee, Wash., college made 
a _ " _ ’ ”
event, jumping, to overcome the 
University of British Columbia 
for the title. Seven Americans 
and two Canadian universities 
participated in the four - event 
contest.
Hallvard Grosvold of Kongs- 
berg, Norway", won four-day in­
dividual honors. He placed fourth 
in the rugged 5 Vi - ’mile cross­
country run, fifth in the jumping, 
ninth in the 35-gate giant slalom 
and 13th in the two-mile downhill 
race.
224-FOOT JUMP
He collected a total of 361.5 of 
a possible 400 points to edge out 
by 6.3 points his teammate, Dag' 
Helgestad of Skryaa, Norway, 
winner of the Olympic-styled ski 
jump event with a breath-taking 
224 - foot jump. Helgestad was 
sixth in the cross country for in­
dividual Nordic honors.
Wenatchee also claimed the 
third spot for individual meet 
honors. Larry Simoneau, for­
merly of Montreal and Laconia, 
N.H., .collected 344.6 points on 
sixth plhclngs In both the slalom 
and jumping, 10th in the cross 
country and 20th in the downhill 
The University of Washington, 
winners of the meet in 1955 and 
1956, took an early lead in the 
standings but faltered after three 
events When UBC shot into top 
place with a brilliant team per 
formance in the cross, country 
race. Wenatchee, however, ex­
ploded in the last event to vnul ; 
from third into the champion­
ship
Wenatchee . ended the meet 
with a total of 364.0 polhts, 5.3 
better than UBC which had been 
rated a good chance to become 
the first Canadian team to up­
set an Amcriqtn monoply of the 
college championship.
The University of Washington 
followed with 345.6 points; Uni­
versity of Alberta with 337.0; de­
fending C h a m p i o n  Washing­
ton State college 332.1; Montana 
State College 244.5; University of 
Montana 225.5; Whitman College 
91.6; and College of Puget Sound
MATHIS TOPS ALPINE
Alpine honors went to Dcs 
Mathis of Seattle who gave tho 
University of Washington p sec­
ond in both the downhill and sla­
lom. He was followed closely by 
Don Bruneski, a native of Ross- 
land, B.C., attending Whitman 
College. *
Irvin S e r v o l d ' o f  Camrose, 
Alta., a member of the Alberta 
contingent, was the outstanding 
skier from a Canadian univer­
sity. He won the gruelling cross 
country . race for the second 
straight year and leaped-198 feet 
to place third in the jumping.
HOCKEY SCORES
University of Washington 1:46.6; 
Mathis 1:49.0; George Sinchuk, 
Washington State, 1:49.4.
Slalom—Rudolph Ruana, Uni­
versity of Montana, 1:22.0; Mathis 
1:27.4; Bruneski 1:28.0.
Cross Country—Servold 29:31.8; 
Boar Gjessing, native of Oslo 
with UBC team, 29:43.2; Herman 
L/e b e n i n g ,  Washington State, 
30::39.0.
Jumping (including best jump 
and points—-Helgestad 224. feet, 
100 points; Tore Aaberg, Wash­
ington State, 224 feet 96.9 points;- 
Servold 198 feet 93.6 points.
Howe(less) Wirtgs Blight
O f Rising
By THE CANADIAN PESS erated by losing to New York
After Detroit Red Wings had ^®nKers. 
been pounded 7-0 in Montreal ,  Instead, the Brums beat New 
Thursday and 9-2 in Toronto Sat- York 4-3 on. Flemrng Mackell s 
urday, National Hockey League I goal midway hi the third period 
fans were fairly well c o n v i n c e d a Te™ . adr  Detroit 
that the Wings are pushovers are still tied for third, two points 
without Gordie Howe. tehind Rangers. Toronto .remains
___ , v„ J i n  fifth, four points ahead of last-The big right winger has been , Chicago 
out since Jan. 25 with broken pIace C“ ca* \  , ribs> New York beat % Chicago 3-2
But the Wings returned to their Sa1J rd.*jr,1 ' . , .
home ice last night and.by scor,! Montreal continued^ to add* to __________________
ing three times in the third pe- p® ^ s t- Boniface' 10 Transcona 6
riod chalked up a 3-1 victory to I against Saturday on homej Winnipeg Monarchs 8
dash Toronto’s chances of climb-Mc9( an® btoer at Chicago.' Winnipeg Braves 4 
ing in the standings. SHORTHANDED j ' N ONTARIO JUNIOR A
The Leafs could have ended up The cqmblned casualty lists Barrie 5 St. Mike's 7 
:n third place if they had beaten for Saturday’s  -Montreal-Bruins Ottawa-Hull 4 Marlboros 2 
Detroit and if Bbston had cotop- game was enough to make up a TOUNDER BAY JUNIOR
----------------- -------------------- '-----ie,am-1 CaS?c!len!  T r e , wilhou.t Port Arthur 7 Fort WilliamMaurice Richard, Bernle Geof- Hurricanes 3 
frion and Bert Olmstead, Boston ■ waattv
lacked Bronco Horvath, Leo Sol-1 • WESTERN LEAGUE
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
SATURDAY 
NATIONAL LEAGUE
New York 3 Chicago 2 
Toronto 9 Detroit 2 '
Montreal 3 Boston 1
AMERICAN LEAGUE 
Cleveland 7 Buffalo 4 
Hershey 8 Rochester 1 
Springfield 5 Providence 0 
WESTERN LEAGUE 
Victoria 7 Seattle 6 
New Westminster 6 Vancouver 3 
Winnipeg 4 Edmonton 3 
ONTARIO SENIOR A 
Cornwall 3 Pembroke 0 '
Kingston 3 Belleville 2
OHA-NOHA SENIOR A 
Sudbury 5 Sault 3 ,
Kitchener 3 Chatham 2 
WESTERN INTERNATIONAL 
Trail 4 Nelson 1 
Rossland 5 Spokane 2
OKANAGAN SENIOR 
Kamloops 10 Penticton 1 
Kelowna 7 Vernon 1
INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE 
Cincinnati 6 Louisville 4 
Fort Wayne 4 Toledo 4 
Indianapolis 6 Troy 3
EASTERN LEAGUE 
Charlotte 6 Philadelphia. 3 
Clinton 5 Washington 2 
New Haven 5 Johnstown 4 
SUNDAY
NATIONAL LEAGUE
New York 3 Boston 4 
Montreal 3 Chicago 1 
Toronto 1 Detroit 3 '
AMERICAN LEAGUE 
Springfield 3 Buffalo 4 
Cleveland 6 Rochester 1 <
Hershey 6 Providence 5 
QUEBEC LEAGUE 
Chicoutimi 2 Montreal 7 
Quebec 1 Trois-Rivieres 2 
‘ - OHA-NOHA SENIOR A 
North Bay 2 Windsor 4
SASKATCHEWAN JUNIOR 
Melville 1 Flin Flon 5
ONTARIO SENIOR A 





Kamloops Chiefs earned sweet 
revenge for their Friday night 
beating by Penticton Vees, ham­
mering them 10-1 in the northern 
city on Saturday night, and hold­
ing their three-point spread be­
hind league-leading Kelowna 
Packers. ,
Rookie Ron Leopold ran amok, 
earning a hat-trick and an as­
sist, and Bud Evans, Gerry 
Kemaghan, Alf Cadman, BUI 
Hryciuk (2), and George HUn- 
chuk scored for the Chiefs,
Dave WaU broke Jim  Shirley's 
shut-out at 10:41 of the middle 
frame, with the, Vees only marker 
of the game. , ,
A total of 19 penalties were 
handed out in the game, includ­
ing three- misconducts. The 
game was handled. by -referee 
Bill Neilson.
Grant and Dick Warwick play­
ed the role of play-makers, pick­
ing up two and four helpers re­
spectively. Johnny Utendale was 
the "bad boy" of the game, pick­
ing up four minors and d mis­
conduct. ,
The win for the Chiefs con­
solidated the- position in seconc 
spot, three points behind the 
Packers, ahd definitely estab­
lished the race for top spot as a 
two-way affair. The two clubs 
meet three times in . the six re­
maining gam es,. twice in '1 Kam­
loops and once in Kelowna; and 
these games will probably be the 
deciding - factors; in who faces 
whom- in the- play-offs, which 
I sfart Monday, Feb. 17.
able BUI Swarbrick, checked the 
hot line of George Agar, Jim  
Moro and Sherman Blair to a 
Stand-still, scoring on them twice 
and holding them down to a 
scoreless game.
NEW LINE GOOD ’
The newly-formed line of R*y 
Powell. Jim Middleton and Brian 
Roche picked ujp a  total of six 
ix>lnts and the Joe Kaiser - Mike 
:Durban - Moe Young Une were 
good for' five points and plenty 
of checking.
Centre Bugs Jones was sitting 
the game v out with a mysterious 
injury, one that has the doctors 
and the hard-working centre man 
juzzled. Right at the start of 
Thursday night’s practice he felt 
a sharp pain in the region of his 
tail-bone and subsequent therapy 
has faUed to clean the pain up. 
Frequent rub downs and plenty 
of heat have also failed so far.
Roche opened the scoring for 
the Packers, driving in a waist- 
high puck with a swing that 
would have done Joe DiMaggio 
credit in his best day, and Mid­
dleton added another at 10:15, 
driving in a passout from Roche 
oast coaUe Hal Gordon..
8ECOND PERIOD RUNAWAY 
The second frame was a walk 
away, as the Packers scored four 
unanswered goals.
Durban drove one at Gordon 
from fairly close in on the right 
side on a beautiful rush and 
pass by Young. The puck hit 
Gordon, bounced up and over.
Swarbrick patrolled the front 
of the net on a power play at 
9:50, whUe his two wingmen, 
Voss and Jablonski, dug around 
in the comers, and rifled in 
Jabbo’s pass-out.
Voss jumped on a rebound of 
a shot by Jablonski at 13:11, 
catching the far comer of the 
net, on the ice, a? Gordon came 
out in a desperate effort to save. 
BREAKAWAY GOAL 
Powell .capped the scoring with
swooping breakaway that 
caught Tom Stecyk and Lebodia 
flatfooted, rated  the length of 
the Ice and waited until Gordon 
came out to cut the angle off 
before he smoothly slid the puck 
along the ice to . catch the pipe 
on f ee ' f ar  comer of the net, 
making the score 6-0 going into 
toe third period.
. Kaiser, Durban and Young had 
the heat on at 6:04, when Young 
seized on a loose rebound off 
Gordon and flipped it over his 
prostrate form.
King broke Gatherum’s shut­
out at 7:29, when he wheeled 
around behind the net and tried 
a pass-out that found its way 
through; the tiny crevice between 
Gatherum's skate and toe pipe. 
SUMMARY - , '-i
FIRST PERIOD — 1. Kelowna, 
Roche (Powell, Middleton), 4:30; 
2. Kelowna, Middleton (Roche; 
Lavell), 10:16. Penalties — Dur­
ban (10 min misc), Middleton, 
Lavell, Blair.
Second period—- 3. Kelowna, 
Durban (Young, Lavell), 6:24. 
4. Kelowna, Swarbrick (Jablon­
ski, Voss), 9:49. 5. Kelowna, Voss 
(Jablonski),. 14:11. 6. Kelowna, 
Powell (unass), 18:47. Penalties 
— Stecyk, Trentini, Blair.
THIRD PERIOD —7. Kelowna, 
Young (Kaiser, Durban), 6:04. 
8. Vernbn, King (Agar), 7:29. 
Penalties Davidson, McCal- 




vin and regular goalie Don Sim-
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Calgary Stampeders, fighting 
for a long time to get into play­
off position in the W e s t e r n  
Hockey League's Prairie division 
finally .made it into third place 
Sunday.
Stamps humbled Sariutoon-St, 
Paul Regale 84) and pushed them 
Into toe cellar ta r  a  one-polnv 
margin. -Regal* will be back gun­
ning for third place when the two 
teams meet again a t  St. Paul In 
the only lcaguo action tonight,
On the Coast Sunday, the lead­
ing Vancouver Canucks made up 
ta r  a  W  Satuidar-defeat a t tha 
hand* of New W e * t m i n » t # r  
Royal* by blanking Seattle Amer­
ican* 24). The win left toe Royals 
Vancouver.
O'
' SEAtTLE DBOPS TWO
mons
Bary Cullen started things off 
for Toronto Saturday ni^ht in the 
opening 20 minutes with the first 
of two goals. His brother BrianlKclbwna 
also collected a pair during the Kamloops 
game which saw Le^fs get 22 Vernon
a i  t k v  .scoring points on 36 shots on Penticton PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) — Ken -oai ,
Venturi 26-year-old newcomer to Biilv Harris Ron Stewart Montreal 
professional golf’s , winter ̂ circuit, George Armstrong. Rudy Mlgay New York 
sank a three-foot putt on the 18to and Dick Duff Joined in. toe T o -  Detroit 
green Sunday to wln the $15,0001 ronto spreei Red Kcny nnd Jnck Boston 
Phoenix Open, his second toUr- McIntyre were the Detroit Bcor- Toronto 
nament victory in a row. erSi j Chicago
Just a week previously the San . Red Kelly, who took turns on 
Francisco professional topped the both defence and. at left wing, 
Thundcrbird Invitational at Palm scored the winner Supday night.
Springs, Calif., w i n n i n g $1,500 . Toronto again opened the scor- 
»nd a $4,500 automobile. Ing, Stewart lining p low shot
Sunday, after dropping the putt through a tangle'of legs in the 
worth $2,000 in first prize'money, second period to beat Terry Saw 
he sailed his white cap into toe ctuiKf
screaming gnllcry of about 7,000 Three quick goals In the third 
gathered around too final h o l e ,  period gave Detroit the win.
WINS HARD Way  . F?,rub1a Kf" ne<̂  Ucd ** “p * a"dwith less than three minutes left,
Summary
First period '1. Kamloops, 
Evans, (Milliard, G. Warwick), 
7:20. 2.- Kkmloops, Cadman <Gj 
Warwick), 12:23. 3.' Kamloops, 
Leopold, (D*. Warwick), 15:21. 
Penalties, Dawes (misc.),'Slater, 
Kemaghan,, Utendale, Pieacosh 
(misc.),
Second period — 4. Penticton! 
WaU (Diachuk, Taggart), 10:41. 
5. .Kamloops, Leopold (D. War­
wick), 12:14. 6. Kamloops, Leo­
pold, 14:14. Penalties, Kemaghan, 
Leopold^ Wall, Touzln, Utendale 
<2 minors and misconduct).
Third period —- ,7. Kamloops, 
Hryciuk (Evans, Dawes) :37. 8. 
W L T F  A Pts I Kamloops, Hryciuk (Milliard,
28 18 2 217 168 58 Evans), 2:08. 9, Kamloops, Hun-
27 20 1 232 214 55 chuk ; <D. Warwick), 7:57. 10,
22 25 1 204 229 45 Kamloops, Kerhaghan (D. War
16 30 2 209 253 34 weik, Leopold), 17:03, Penalties,
„  —, * Wall,, Kernagbkn, Touzin. Uton-
34 11 5 187 104 73ld„ie Dawes, Taggart; MllUard,
20 22 9 134 147 49r
20 23 7 111 152 47
18 21 11 134 136 47
1? 26 6  m  133 ‘
Vancouver 2 Seattle 0 




- W o o l l e n s  - 
W i t h o u t  
S hr i n k i n g !
Vest You con wash oil wur 
woolltns without tho Inst shrink­
ing or matting; thanki to ZIRQ 
tko amoilng cold water soap. 
Softest cashmeres and baby things, 
ore perfectly soft with ZIRO, Tty 
o bon todpy—5>e potkope good 
for dexene of wotklnge; At your 
, locol drug, grersry ond wool shopt. 
' for fR II eomple write Dept, 0, 
ZfRO loop, Vlctorio, B.C.
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TOUGH ON GOALIES




goose-egg over fils eye from a 
puck end was taken to the dress­
ing-room for repair.
While he was being worked on, 
the other goalie was struck on 
the head and received a split 
noggin1, , " necessitating further 
repalrs.-befoty Ahe gam e' could
resume
v p b A
h  Etta 1% |
edit) WATER SOAR {
5f-5« j
iV,-'qM'f'r!’ . 'i '. ,j ., '■. j ■ ■■) ; ■ i ■ 1 'f. 1
torla cougars 74» Saturdsy. For 
toe Cqugars, It was their third 
win ih toe five they've played 
since trading former manager 
and coach Colin Kilburn to Ed­
monton Flyers,
KMburo was indirectly respon­
sible for Edmonton’s failure to 
keep abreast' of Winnipeg War- 
ridrs la the Prairie division Sat- 
urday. The Warriors defeated 
E dm onton ,scoring  Out-win- 
mng gpsl while Kilbum was sit­
ting' out* a  penalty, and ntovef 
back into first place two polntj 
Clear of .t|Ms Fleers. , ;
^Siempeder* batted 43 shots at 
Beg*V g®*Uo- D u c 1 o n Dcchene 
Sunday, white their own Al Rol- 
lira .iw djtireify , time handling 
M  .Chuck Biair




Kelowna B.A. Oilers trekked to 
Brewster, Washington on Sntur-
nasnmt wltfa * 274 the hard homQHhe cllncher,
Ho storied the Anal round wlth| T , T __^
a one-stroke lead over Jay Ileh-
ert of Sanford, Fla. I UfCCIACMn Clf^UTC
Ho saw that lead molt after thqI ■ ■ L L ssI.lw  I IV II I IJ
first'nlno udder the heat of n sub-
PHOENIX, Ariz, (AP) -  For- 
jmer National Open chnmplon Ed 
Furgol, who failed to qualify for 
the final two rounds of the Phoe­
nix Open, Says he is quitting tour­
nament-golf and will , "get a 
Job.”
Furgol, whose left arm was 
said his right arm, injured last 
withered by1 a childhood Injury, 
year, has failed to respond, to 
rtcatments.
"1 have no speed,’’ the Bt. 
Andrews, IU-, golfer sold. "Tho 
Joint catches on me. I'm  like r. a 
baseball pitcher whose Arm goes 
dead. I just don’.J have it any­
more ” ' '
mcnccd to run up their biggest | 
sepre of .the season, in knocking | 
over the \ host team 95-74.
Big Bob Radies — who is prov­
ing moro valuable to the team I 
every time out — led the attack!
F r L k r ^ .m RWn£ h nUrakn T ° t^ l  W  THE ASSOCIATED PRESS I lY to ^ h o l
n rS u ro  of llcbcrt * ! « •  de Janelro-Archlo M o o r e ,  jefonJ half, bringing his bight’s
Z  ,nw l83V<. San. Diego, knocked out total t a  32 for the game. Most
’̂  Julio Neves, 187%, Portugal, 3 .M  the shots were lum p shots 
his lead on the par-four l T t h l , ” from the left and right sides of
whoto he misled a dinky putt to too key. [
go one. over, I Detroit — iChuck Splcscr,,170'l The match was nip and tuckl
Hebert,needed a birdie on the |“ ar’s'n8>,j^tc]*;; outpointed Bobby half-time wlUi Kelowna,-hold* 
final |vole to go ahead but missed Miami, 10, ing a slim 40-45 halftime lead,
n seven-foot butt and finished ip Milan—Mario Vcccbtolto, 136, From there Bill, Dean nnd, Bruce I
a t l o  -with Burkcmo. Each bod I Italy, out|x>intod Orlando Zuluctaj Butcher took oyer , os the Ollerj I
TTR f̂ilnai iinxlAfl' ham m'h/I nn<k nfll iRfl AiKn 1A V • I AtltdAfiul UpAUffltilP 1IL9Q Ifl Ihiflil
iA
tCP G A b  G ib o G t Of
f
273—nine undcY par and one off 1138,'Cuba, 10. ' |ouseored Brewstor '49-29 In the|
"entort’s score. HeUywoed-I
BONARD IN MONEY 1149,’ Germany, Knocxca our ««*| « rtA.i* I
Veteran Stoh Lconarxl of Vniv*|^on Tlscareno, 148, Los Angeles. Jjg]* 21 j lh ^ h c r  w f i  ») ^ n d l






oltorailoris done now 
tradesmen are available, 
particulars at any branch.
THB ROYAL CANADA
cou e   to  ly    
Caxedlanl left; in the final1 rounds 
to  win e money prizq, lie fa sto­
lon Mi n neat 68 Sunday ip bnd
Bill Roto with IS.
being |
of enl
Ills 26-hole total In;the Photnik with 288 dnd win $160. His flrstlMazzibla, Italy, d e f e a t e d  Ha-'Nespelem. Washington %t Kebl 
Opeqwss e nlneover-par l51. three rounds were 74, 71, 72. I mouda" Bouracrul, Algeria, 3. owd* on Thursday nigUL
• ■ - 1 ■ '< ■ ” , O ' ' I ; 1" / ,  '
^M u*a—Uwe J a n s s e n ,  178%, j Artaiigeittonts are now ) 
Germany, outpointed A r t e m l o  I made for, the appearance (
Uelzovaro, 176%, Italy, 10. RoccoIgtMndian senior • A” teem ta
! ” , f  V
KILLED TEN PERSONS "IN  SEIF DEFENCE" SUSPICIOUS HUSBANDS
Survey team  Encounters 
All Sorts O f Obstacles
WINNIPEG (CP) — Bluxards,| One question that brings a var- 
bone -shaking rides on freight I iety of answers is: “ If someone 
trains-and snowmobiles, and su*- were to ask you of what nation-
R
After a killing spree that 
brought death to 10 persons. 
Charles Starkweather, 19, was 
arrested by a deputy sheriff in 
Wyoming. His first murders 
.were in Lincoln Neb., where he 
vis known to have killed three 
;rsons. When captured after 
>ing slightly wounded, he 
said he killed only ‘‘in self- 
defence.*' His parents say he 
is a paranoiac.
Hostage on Starkweather’s 
500-mile flight from Lincoln, 
Neb., Cqril Fugate, 14-year-old 
schoolgirl, was in a state of 
hysteria .when police caught 
up with her. She said Stark­
weather was crazy.
picious husbands have combined 
to make a survey of Manitoba’s 
Indian and Metis population a 
lively affair.
Jean Lagasse, directing the 
study for the provincial govern­
ment and two other social work­
ers 'ran  into these difficulties 
while interviewing 300 Indians 
and halfbreeds in Northern JIani 
toba.
Each of the research workers 
is equipped with a list of 66 
questions on family ties, employ­
ment, housing and other topics. 
The questions are designed to 
give a full picture of the lives of 
the subjects.
NERVOUS SUBJECTS 
Mr. Legasse said one halfbreed 
squirmed noticeably under his 
questioning. He le a rn e d la te r  
that the man w a s  washed 
closely by the RCMP as a sus­
pected bootlegger. He thought 
the interviewer was a liquor in­
spector “b e a t i n g  around the 
bush.” '
Walter H l a d y .  a research 
worker based at The Pas, said 
suspicious h u s b a n d s  return­
ing from their trapiines were 
among' the hazards he encoun­
tered. “ In . situations like that, 
I’ve made it a rule never to take 
off my parka inside the house.’’ 
Another danger was lively par­
ties in lonely cabins, where it 
was not only unmannerly but 
downright dangerous to refuse a 
drink.
ality you were, what would you 
say?”
The usual answers included: 
" I’m a halfbreed but I usually 
say I’m an Indian,” and “ I used 
to say I'm  an Indian but now I 
say I'm a Scot.”
Steelworkers
TORONTO h e ? )—The United 
Steelworkers of America (CLC)
“ will be prepared to modify" 
their wage proposals in coming 
negotiations if the steel corpora­
tions will guarantee price cuts,
William Mahoney, Canadian di­
rector of the union, said Saturday.
He said in a statement that 
Canada’s economy needs a “mas­
sive injection of consumer buying 
power to provide jobs, increase 
sales for small business and im­
prove farm income.”
“Our union would prefer to see 
the buying power pumped back 
by a cut Iri the price of steel.”
Mr. Mahoney said “in 1958 ne 
. gottations Canada’s steelworkers 
will ask the industry to restore 
the value of rocketing steel­
worker productivity to our econ­
omy in the form of price cuts I Bride,




SYDNEY (AP) — Australia's 
cabinet team has replaced -the 
former> Canadian St. Laurent re­
gime as the Commonwealth’s 
longest-lived government still in 
office.
I t is exactly nine years ago 
that Robert Gordon Menzies, 
then 55, became prime minister 
of the Commonwealth of Aus­
tralia for the second time. Sworn 
in as Menzies’ deputy and fed­
eral , treasurer was Arthur Wil- 
liamFaddcn, then 54.
This pair still holds the reins, 
qndannst of. the (cabinet ministers' 
who took office with Menzies and 
Fadden are still around the cap­
ital at Canberra. And there are 
few indications of any bright 
young men pushing*to-the top to 
oust the old-timers.
LABOR DIVIDED
Menzies, at 63, has put on a 
good d?al of weight and his high 
color has been enhanced in the 
last couple of years. But he  still 
is the most brilliant - oarliameri- 
tarian in the federal House and, 
with the Labor ooposition torn to 
sHreds by dissension, he may well 
rule the roost till he is past 70.
Australia has a coalition re­
gime. Menzies heads the Liberal 
party with 57 seats. Fadden is 
leader of the Country party, with 
18. Labor has 47.
Others of the original Menzies 
team still in the cabinet include 
the ministers for external affairs, 
Richard- Gardnier Casey, who at 
67 W the oldest'member, of the 
cabinet; the trade minister. John 
(Black Jack! McEweh, 59; De­
fence Minister Sir Phil in Mc- 
65, and Labor' Minister
Communications 
Official Dies
fOTTAWA (CP)r-John T. Tat- 
tersall, 54, who during 40 years 
rose from an office boy in Cal­
gary to become general^agent in 
Ottawa for Canadian Pacific 
Communications, died in hospital 
Friday night after a short ill­
ness. ,  - ‘ ••
Bon in . Accrington, England, 
Mr. Tattersali, accompanied- his 
parents to Canada a s .an  infant 
in 1904, received his early edu­
cation in Edmonton and later in 
Calgary. There, in 1917, he joined 
the Canadian Pacific Railway as 
an office boy in its Ogden shops.
While’ rising through the com­
pany’s ranks he was active in 
community life. He was a vice- 
president of the Credit Union 
League of Alberta, greens com­
mittee chairman of Calgary’s 
Htegal Golf Club, and a vice- 
president of the Calgary Safety 
Council. He moved to Ottawa in 
1949. -
Survivors include his wife; his 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur 
Tattersali of Calgary, and three 
sisters.
Quebec G o v't 
Moves To Stop 
A  Gold Rush
QUEBEC (CP) — The Quebec 
government took action to pre­
vent a gold rush from develop­
ing in Beauce County where 
placer gold find was reported 
earlier last week.
An order-in-council published 
Saturday in the Quebec official 
Gazette-placed a ban on staking 
along 35 miles of the Chaudiere 
River and a half dozen of its 
tributaries.
Special staking permits may be 
vobtained if the mines department 
is satisfied the interested parties 
can meet the conditions estab­
lished for exploitation.
M.J. Boylen, Toronto mining 
man, has staked. 75,000 acres in 
the area—located 50 miles south 
of Quebec City—and says tests 
show “important possibilities.” 
Mines M i n i s t e r  Cctting{iam 
said today his department will 
not at this time say how import­
ant the find is.
Mm ., Feb. 3. IMS THE DAILY COURIER
Pint-Sized fille rA n d  Teen-Age* 
Companion Bejng Held By Police
v
w* * >
LINCOLN, Neb.V Art‘ * i Pint- 
sized killer Charles Starkweather 
and Caril Fugate, his 14-yc»r-old 
girl companion, languished- in 
separate institutions today while 
authorities weighed their respec­
tive roles in a shocking series of 
11 killings 
County sheriff Merle Karnopp 
said Starkweather, 19, has ad­
mitted orally all 11 deaths, but 
now claims Caril was his willing 
companion on the murder tour 
that cost nine lives in Nebraska 
and one in Wyoming. The 11th 
killing was two months ago.
Earlier both Starkweather and 
the girl had insisted that she was
W K ::
didn’t seem possible he could 
talk like that in view of all that’s 
happened.,
“He was pleasant. I don’t think 
he felt too good, though.”
The 14 - year - old girl friend 
waited in a patrol car outside 
the prison gates while Stark­
weather was being settled in the 
state prison. She smiled at pho­
tographers and might even have 
talked to them had she not been 
restrained. But by the time,she 
reached the county jail hcfsihile 
was gone and she refused to talk 
to a reporter. ~
She was' taken to the Lincoln
a hostage. Both are charged with f*a4e, m^ntai hospital because Nc- 
f t r s t  deirree murder braska law prevents detention O f
p j-lso f Jates closed on the •  Juvenile girl in a jail, 
bandy-legged, bespectacled killer 
last night after a 524-mile auto 
trip from Douglas, Wyo., where 
he was captured.
As he passed through an im­
provised press room at the pen 
itentiary he sullenly ignored the 
battery of news cameras.
TALKS WITH FATHER 
Guy Starkweather, father of 
Charles, talked with his son by 
telephone after the y o u t h f u l  
slayer was taken to the peni­
tentiary-. .
“He just said, ‘Hello. Dad.’
He talked to me just like he1 used 
to,” the *elder Starkweather said.
“His voice was gentle. It just
THOR MISSILE VEERS OFF COURSE
The U.S. air force’s inter­
mediate 1,500-mile Thor mis­
sile is shown from ground 
level as it was successfully 
launched at Cape Canaveral, 
Fla. The huge white missile 
rose from a great ball of fire 
straight up into, the sky for
nearly two minutes, then bent 
its path eastward and disap­
peared like a fading star in the 
sky over the Atlantic. The de­
fence department announced 
immediately after the test 
that the launching was a suc­
cess. Later it said the missile 
had veered off course.
Bay Plans Biggest Square 
Competition On Continent
NORTH ilAYk Ont. (CP)-This 
Northern Ontario centre will be 
the scene this spring of the big­
gest square dancing competition 
ever held in North America.
The North American champion­
ships May 5-10 offer the largest 
amount of prize money in the his­
tory of square dancing, a total of 
$3,000 being paid out to the top 
sets. vThe tournament is part of 
the Rotary spring fair.
Frank Kaltman of Newark; 
N.J., p u b l i s h e r  of American 
Squares which is regarded as the 
voice of square dancing, said he 
was glad to accept the invitation 
to come here as judge. He was 
the judge of the U.S. champion­
ships-in Texas last year.
“It was only a f t e r  much 
thought that the North'Bay rec­
reation committee, square dance 




based on “common sense” are 
being applied to treatment of 
mental patients at the University 
of Saskatchewan hospital here.
“We’re only asking th a t , our 
patients be treated like human 
beings,” says Dr. D. G. McKer­
racher, chief of the hospital’s 
ment represent a cross section 
psychiatric department.
The 40 patients under treat- 
of mental illnesses in Saskatche­
wan. How they' respond to mod­
ern “open door” methods of 
treatment, s a y s  Dr. McKer- 
racher, is shaping the future of 
mental institutions in this prov- 
incel ' '
WIDER FREEDOM 
’The chief psychiatrist says he 
would like to see smaller re-
Europeans In South Africa Seem 
To Enjoy The Lazy Type O f  Life
The police have beeh unable to 
ceep up'to strength, despite edn- 
stant recruiting efforts. Appeals 
for policemen from Britain have 
met with little response. Know­
ledge of this inadequacy has (em­
boldened Africans to indulge in 
crime on on increasing sonic.
The Nationalist government's 
tough, discriminatory policy of 
a p a r t h e i d  (separation of ♦•v* 
races) has done nothing to slow 
down the rate of increase of the 
native population.
Instead of Africans lenvihg tho 
country in largo numbers to es­
cape a way of life condemned 
more by oritics outside the coun 
try than within, there is a Con­
stant inflow to South Africa of 
natives from bordering countries 
where the standard of living is
By HAIG NICHOLSON
JOHANNESBURG (Reuters)-  
Life is good for the 3,000,000 Eu­
ropeans in South Africa.
The climate Is one of the best 
In the world. The cost of . living 
is low. The rich plnteolund pro­
duces a wide variety of food.
Around the business heart of 
this city of gold, with its sky­
scrapers and busy streets, are 
grouped, residential suburbs as 
pleasant as one could find.
These suburbs arc built on un­
dulating country around Johan 
nesburg and home ownership Is 
ever increasing. Jhe houses with 
their red roofs stand In .tree- 
shaded gardens or- all sixes and 
Shaped, ’ with trim lawns and a
nlon of flowers.
!CK SHADOW
Nature has certainly been good 
to this rich land. But while their, 
tjive well in a material sense; 
white South Africans can never 
escepe the shadow of the 10,000,- 
600 Africans who share the coun 
try with them.,
A recent crime wave has car­
ried fear into most homes. Thera 
•re  few white families that have 
not some awry to tell of an In 
truslon by any while the f t tally 
were away,' or > even at nigh1 
rriille they slep t,,
In the suburbs, large numbers 
of Africans alio live. They serve 
chiefly as domestic' servants.
A first headachc\for the Eu­
ropean household is keeping liq­
uor supplies locked up, for the 
African domestic dearly loves a 
tot. At present Africans are al- 
|dw*d\ only beer by law. \
But the main fear is of robbery 
•nd burglary and of attacks oh 
women. , Occasionally the story of 
suburban crim e, is stained with 
the blood of a  murdered man or;the berry gxpm  wild Uiroughout 
woman, ' 'the province.
■ ' 1 :
; -'§ ,  - ' ' '
TV GUARANTEED 
SERVICE CONTRACT
•  $25 for 15 months
•  Free 90 day service




AND AFPLANCE LTD. 
441 Behiard Are. Pb. 2049
the continent.” said Mr. Jacks.
There’s a first prize of $1,500 
and a trophy, for seniors—over 
20 years of age as of May 
Second prize is $700 and a trophy, 
third prize $200.
' For juniors—20 years and un­
der—first prize is $400 and a tro­
phy, second prize $150 and a tro­
phy, and third prize $50.
Entries are being received at 
the North Bay recreation com­
mittee, 491 Worthington * Street 
east. '
CHARITY BENEFITS •
The O n t ario square dance 
championships at the spring fair 
here last year, with,prizes total-
Bay Rotary Club decided to put 
up this kind of money. The money 
is now definitely arranged and 
w e,are under way,” said Sam 
Jacks, city recreation director.
North Bay now has more than 
2,700 e x p e r t  square dancers 
trained in municipally-sponsored 
courses over the last nine years.' 
city group. The Gateway Gam- 
ilers, currently holds the On­
tario chapionship.
It’s a n y  b o d y ’ a guess how 
many squares we’ll 'attract, but 
it seems likely it will be a large:ling $1,500, were such a success 
number, among them the best on | that the committee decided to
Branches throuhgout British Columbia
Chilliwack:
Boyd Building, 3 Gore Ave„ Chilliwack, B.C. Phone: 2-9631
Nanaimo:
Windsor Building, 77 Victoria Crescent, Nanaimo, B.C. Phone 2979
Nelson:
560 Baker St„ P.O. Box 400, Nelson, B.C. Phone 1638 
New Westminster:
513 Columbia St„ New Westminster, B.C. Phone LA. 1-1865 
Prince George:
144 George St„ Prince George, B.C. Phone 510 
‘ South Burnaby:
3653 Kingsway. Phone DE. 9550 '
Vancouver:
146 East Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. Phone DI. 0295 
Vancouver:
Rm. 200, 455 Granville St., Vancouver, B.C. Phone TA. - 125*
Victoria: <




t HALIFAX (CP)—E ,’ L. Eaton, (domestics 
horticulturist at the KcntvlUo,
N.S., experimental \ fmm, ,. ad­
vocates elderberry pie ins the! 
basic dessert of Noa Scotians.
He says the elderberry, soft, 
juicy and red, thrives, on damp, 
fertile ground and is ideally 
suited to Nova Scotia home use.
It grow* anywhere there is space 
to provide moisture during fruit 
formation.
Kcntvllie Is believed the flrlt 
place in Canada where the berry 
was cultivated, but cultivation in 
Nova Scotia has not reached any 
great heights, he soys. However,
lower than it is here.
The apartheid policy is pursued 
to the point of classifying entire 
industries, or crafts, white or 
block. Thus the government re­
cently reserved the garment in 
dustry ns a “white” industry.
It is conceded that many jobs 
done by Europeans could be done 
by Africans, But the government 
wants no unemployment among 
whites.
South Africa is an insular coun­
try, and the sense of insularity 
is increased by criticism frbm 
abroad. The European population 
id engrossed In its qwn affairs, 
The Afrlcaiis*. realizing more and 
mote their importance In num­
bers and in the economy of tHe 
country, are becoming more en­
grossed in theirs. - 
Some months ago an Afri­
c a n s  - language newspaper In 
vlted renders i to project their 
minds Into the future of South 
Africa. They were asked to sot 
out their views on’ the shape of 
tiding*. 100 years from now,
One reader predicted that well 
within that period whites would 
be serving African families as
gional mental hospitals . close 
to population centres. Patients 
could be treated promptly and 
would be able to-see more vlsi 
tors during their period of incar­
ceration.
There are no locks on the dooVs 
of the university hospital wing 
and while the patients are super­
vised, they have spacious, bright, 
tastefully - decorated quarters 
with good recreation and treat­
ment facilities.
Individual rooms contain neat 
beds, bedside tables, a lamp, 
modern upholstered '"chairs and 
drapes. A library and game 
room are at the patient’s disr 
posal. '
Regimentation of 'patients — 
necessary in larger institutions 
is kepti at a minimum.
LESS VIOLENT 
Dr. McKerracher says few pa­
tients become violent. When the 
reasons for outbursts are re­
moved, patients behave them­
selves. *•
“There are not many tacntally- 
well people who would not get 
violent if they were locked 
up for something they don’t  un­
derstand,” ho notes.
When the wing went into oper­
ation Inst year several sound 
proof cells were included, with 
rbeessed light fixtures, a min-
N o  M a t t e r
ayrti.,
imum of furniture and doors that 
could be locked only from the 
outside,
"They haven’t really been 
ujfcd," he says.
A hospital teaching program 
allows each medical student 300 
hours annually of, psychiatric in­
struction; Ultimately, says, Dr, 
McKerracher, this will allow In­
ternes to care for mental pa­
tients who do not need full-time 
hospital treatment.
The university hospital exper­
iment is aimed at Implementing 
the Saskatchewan plan for re­
gional mental hospitals.
Psychiatrists here feel that re 
gional hospitals would cost more 
money per , patient, but'would re­
sult in a giieut reduction in num­
ber of mental patients In hos 
pltnl, Tbc . Smaller Institutions 
would also help in removing the 
public,, f e a r  towards mental 






900 eolora to cheese from for 
Interior Finish,
Ask i t  tee the booklet “ Living In Color”  and 
“How to Do It with Pittsburgh Palnta”
Interior Builders M arket U d . :
tolONJK 3236 VERNON ROAD
NA/herever you live in British Columbia . . .  Greater Vancouver 
or The Fraser Valley; The Interior or The Island; The Cariboot 
or The Kootenays; the , remotest ranch in The Horsefly or 
Chilicotin country . . . The Vancouver Sun is written for you. 
A big, vigorous, exciting nevyspaper that enlivens your mind, 
broadens your horizons and enriches your every day living.
t * -
In cities, towns arid on farms readers turn to The Sun because 
they know they get forthright reporting of the news, helpful 
and entertaining features and resolute, independent editorials.
*■;> For men and women all over this great province no day is com­
plete without The W t. It supplies the facts and variety of 
opinion which they want and need to keep up with events and 
to appraise their significance.
Nothing can replace a daily Metropolitan Newspaper. And, 
wherever you live, no matter how busy you are . . . take timp 
out every day to read YOUR Vancouver Sun.
It’s too good to m iss! ; ■,
Delivered Anywhere in British Columbia
for Less Than Be a Day~r~lncluding\ ' ,- , , i . , 1
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;•  &  ASHLEY
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
Phone 2833
}02 Radio Building Kelowna
ST. ANDREW’S GUILDS Turkey 
Supper 7 p.m., Feb. 5, Com­
munity Hall. Tickets $1.25. Ad­
mission by ticket only. May be 
hatf from Guild member* or 
Hall’s store.__________  133
BETA SIGMA PHI RlAfMAGE 
Sale Wednesday, Feb. 5, at 
Women's Institute Hall 10:30 a.m.
133
Help W anted Board And Room
Business Personal
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE — 





| No. 9 — 285 Bernard Ave.
! PHONE 2821
SINGER & SNOWSELL EXCA­
VATING -LTD. for ditches, pipe­




511 LAWRENCE AVE. 
Phone 4434 Kelowna, B.C.
WM. MOSS PAINTING AND 
DECORATING contractor, Kel­
owna, B.C. Exterior and interior 
painting, paper hanging. Phone 
your requirements now, 3578.
M, Th. tf
VISIT O. L. JONES USED FUR­
NITURE Dept for best buys! 513 
Bernard Ave. M-TH-tf
A TEXAS OIL COMPANY
WANTS MAN OVER 45
FOR KELOWNA AREA
WE NEED a good man at once 
and we are willing, to pay top 
earnings. We prefer someone 
between 45 and 65 . . . who can 
make auto trips for about a week 
at a time . . .  and can call on 
small town industrial and rural 
property owners.
WORTH $12,000.00
Our top men in other parts of 
country draw exceptional earn­
ings up to $12,000 in a year. This 
opening in the Kelowna area is 
worth just as,much to the right 
man. We take Care of all deli­
veries and collections. Pay earn­
ings in advabce. Write a confid­
ential letter to PRESIDENT, 
Dept. 49, Box 711, Fort Worth 1', 
Texas. 132
THE GUEST/HOUSE 
806 Bernard Ave. Phone 3941.
133
RICHTER STREET, 1293-Room 
and board for elderly gentleman, 
$50 month, employed gentleman 







249 Bernard Ave. Phone 3405
155
D. H. CLARK &  CO.
Accounting Auditing
i Income Tax Consultants




Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
1487 WATER ST. PHONE 3678
ELECTRICAL REPAIRS
<WE REPAIR ANYTHING 
ELECTRICAL
1 Modern Appliances 
and Electric Ltd.








O K A N A G A N  
STATIONERS LTD.
for your office furniture!
1447 Ellis S t Phone 32Q2
WHOLESALE PICTURE FRAM­
ING Business — a going concern. 
Books Can be seen by conscient­
ious buyer. Owner willing to 
assist beginner in starting the 
business. Contact Mrs. H. Ross, 
1688 Richter. Phone 3147. 133
Wanted To Rent
WANTED TO RENT r -  PIANO 
by reliable party by week or 
month. References. Phone 3314 
between 1 and'2:30 p.m. 133
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR
Room No. 1 
453 Lawrence Avenue 
Phone 3903
R.R. No. 3, Vernon, B.C.
147
REPAIR SPECIALISTS
Radios, Televisions, Electric 




249 Bernard Ave, Phorie 3405
155
URGENTLY NEEDED — 2 bed­
room home by March 1. Close 
in. Phone 3516. 134
fo r  Rent
BARTLEY ROAD — BETWEEN 
Kelowna and Westbank, 5 room 
modern, unfurnished house, fur­
nace and propane range. $50 per 
month. Phone Westbank SO-8- 
5489. , 154
OUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
can help you to solve your heat­
ing problems more economically. 




ED 2 room suite, private shower 
and toilet. Weekly , or monthly 
winter rates $42.50 month. May 
to Oct. inclusive $45 month. 784 
Elliott Ave. , M-Th-tf
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE
Rooms by day, week; month 
community kitchen, all facilities 
924 Bernard Ave. Phone 4124
138
KENMORE RANGETTE WITH 
heavy coils, like new. $90. Phone 
2741 evenings. 134
36 FT. U-SHAPED CAFE COUN­
TER, with 20 padded stools, and 
with shelving at back. Contact 





South side, has large living room 
dining room, roomy kitchen, and 
four bedrooms. Part basement 
has furnace, cooler and laundry 
tubs. Matching garage. Full price 
is only $13,000.00 with very good 
terms available.
JOHNSTON &  TAYLO R
THE DAILY COURIER 
Moo.. Feb. 3. 1$58
Articles Fo r Sale
WELDER AND LIGHT PLANT- 
portable, electric cables and hel 
met. Original price $1,175, sell­
ing 1700; fast charger, 6 and 12 
volt, original price $65, selling 
$50. Both new condition. Your 
offers considered. Phone 2145.
135
CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR— 
Nylon uphplstery in green leaf 
design, new condition. Phone 
4460. 132
FURNACE
Wood and coal — including all 




513 Lawrence Phone 2115
134
SUPERCLEAN BLEACH
Kelowna product. Machine and 
REAL ESTATE AND I Hand Laundry. Household and
INSURANCE AGENTS - Commercial use. Jake Relmer,
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Bnlldinf Phone 3408 or 3056- MQ
Phone 2846 BANTAM MOTORCYCLE-Good
» v  »12 „ [ a ma  T ' r T v I ' ™ *  Wl £
SECTIONAL CHESTERFIELD
$3,300 DOWN PAYMENT f e  *l™de ch"?a ca*£et ^5- T ’ 'both like new. Phone 3427. 134
Equipment Rentals
Three bedroom NHA top resi­
dential area with city sewer and | 
water. Livingroom with dining 
ell, kitchen with nook, brick fire- FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
place, full basement with auto- and Polishers. Now available for 
matic gas furnace. Possession rent in Kelowna. B and B Paint 
March, 1958. Spot Ltd. For details phone 3636.
, T-.YT r /.AAT....TTT I 130-M-W-FPhone BILL GOODWIN
now at
ROBERT H. WILSON 
REALTY LTD.




SIRES inside finishing, kitchen 
cabinets, wall tiling, remodeling 
and decorating. Very moderate 
rates. Phone 7950. 135
UNFURNISHED 3 ROOM UP­
STAIRS suite, with bath. Private 
entrance. Close in on Abbott St. 
Electric range and space heater 
supplied. Phone 3186. 132
EXPERT TYPING DONE AT 
home. Invoices, statements, let­
ters, etc., done by fully ex­
perienced stenographer. Phone 
8597. 137
Help Wanted
FURNISHED BEDROOM • IN 
private home, with kitchen 
privileges, $30 month. ' Phone 
6673. 135
SUITE — THREE ROOMS AND 
bath. Adults only. Available Feb. 
1st. Apply Reliable Motors. ■ 134
MECHANIC — WANTED . IM­
MEDIATELY ip- -the  Kelowna 
area, a fully qualified mechanic 
for a large steadily operating in­
dustrial concern. Applicants must 
be proficient in general vehicle 
and. motor overhaul. All applica­
tions Will be treated confidential­
ly. Apply Box 3745 Kelowna-Daily 
Courier. . 132
Births
MOTHER’S PRIDE AND JOY — 
Her darling daughter or bouncing 
baby boy deserves an intro­
duction to all the friendly folks 
who will welcome the newcomer 
—a Birth Notice in The Kelowna 
Daily Courier is an easy way to 
fell them and the rate is so 
reasonable . . V only $1.25 to 
place’ a birth announcement. 
Phone 4445.
Card O f  Thanks
THE
BOYS
For Newspaper ! 
Carriers
The Kelowna Daily Courier 
has a new route open for 
delivery, afternoons after 
school and Saturdays.
HATHAWAY STORE
Prefer boys living in or near
Motels -  Hotels
SHADY STREAM MOTEL 
Pacific Ave. off Vernon Rd.
Completely furnished 2 and 3 
room cottages. Propane Gas 




Cars A n d  Trucks
BUYING LUMBER
For all your building needs 
Lumber - Sash - Plywood 
Insulation - Cement - Bricks 
Paints - Doors - Floorings 
Buy Ipcal — Buy at 
WM. HAUG. & SON 
1335 Water St. Phone 2066
' 1 5 3
I ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD] 
for all Building Supplies. Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E. 




1630 Vernon Rd. •
Housekeeping Apartments 
Phones, Television, Laundry 
Day, Week, Month . 
WINTER RATES
155
Y O U  SAVE ON 
YOU? CAR ‘
A T  GEMAC0
1956 PLYMOUTH, t w o l
door, V-8 sedan, two-tone, 
radio and heater, dual ex­
hausts _______•_______$1,895 S-M. SIMPSON LTD. can accept
~ a limited number of orders for
1955 CHEVROLET, light spruce slabs. City deliveries of
blue tw o door oofioh w ith  sPmce fuel at $3-50 Per unit> wiu Diue, tw o aoor coa.cn, w n n u ^  made as quickly as possible.
overdrive and seat Phone today to Simpson’S ■’Fuel
covers    '   $1 ,5501 Department 3411 for Spruce Slab
Wood. 133
1956 VOLKSWAGEN Se- coal — prestoLOGS
dan, beautiful new coral CANMORE BRIQUETTES
color, radio and special gas Buy now before it  really gets cold
operated heater ....— $1,395 wm. ' haug^AND SON
A r .:. *r*rv 1335 WATER ST. PHONE 2066-
GEM ACO GLENMORE YARD PHONE 3208
I M-F tf
991 Ellis Street Phone 3993
FO R  O N C E, K R EM LIN  SM ILES, G A Y fT Y
The Kremlin grand palace is 
more famous for grim proceed­
ings than 'it is for gay events, 
and its masters are. more noted 
for their scowls than their 
smilesj But here is an occasion
that proves the rule to have an 
exception; the masters are 
smiling and the floor is filled 
with happy dancers. To)> are 
Deputy Premier Anastas Mik- 
oyan,-Premier Bulganin and
Communist party chief Nikita 
Khrushchev, clapping benign­
ly as military studenhts and 
tneir partners dance, Western 
style, to the music of a modern 
orchestra.
RED TOP AUTO COURT
1688 Vernon Rd,(
Completely furnished, plus Tele­
vision, 3-room individual cot­
tages. Front and rear entrances. 
Private parking stalls. All utili­
ties supplied. Low weekly or 
monthly ra te s .. . , 154
DRY BUSH AND SLAB WOOD— 
Evenings Phone 3402 or 3432 | Phone Ivan Spletzer 6367. v -141
1957 FORD % TON TRUCK.! * Pets And Supplies
2,000 miles like new. Will take —--------------------- -—— —- — —-
small trade in. Phone 4025 days I PUPPY — BLACK, TWO month 
or 3422 evenings. 137 old. Apply 2242 Speer Street. $5.
H?
FAMILY OF THE LATE 
John Jnnkulak wish to express 
their deep appreciation to 
f fiends, neighbors, d o c t o r s ,  
nurses and staff of Kelowna Gen­
eral Hospital for deeds of kind­
ness and to all who remembered 
with floral tribute apd spiritual 
bouquets in our recent bereave­
ment. ’ 132
Coming Events
HOME BAKE SALE BY LADIES’ 
Curling Club.- O. L. Jones Store, 
Saturday, February 8, 11 a.m.
129, 132,133, 134,135,136
THE KELOWNA BRANCH OF 
the Society of the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals will hold its 
mutual meeting in the Board 
Room of the Okanagan Regional 
Library on Tuesday, Feb. 4, at 
8 p.m. All members and, friends 
ore urged to attend. An interest­
ing film will be shown. 133
KELOWNA AND DISTRICT ROD 
and Gun Club annual game 
banquet Saturday, Feb, 22 at 
Kelowna Aquatic. Tickets will bo 
at premium. Now available Kel­
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CABINS—2 ROOMS AND BATH, 
fully modem. Reasonable rates. 




Completely furnished three roqm 
duplex units, all utilities, laundry 
tfj facilities, 2 channel Television 
I 138
Property For Sale
A . W . G R A Y
teal Estate &  Insurance 
Agencies Ltd.
1952 FO R D  ' I GOLDEN LABRADORS — Reg- 
o m istered C.K.C. 3 months, old,
2-Ton I male, female (spayed, if desired)
r , ,$50 each. Tomby Kennels, DeHart 
Like new with new paint and [Road, Okanagan Miss|on. 134
motor, transmission and differ- ---------------------— j  ' . 1
ential overhauled. Four new| rd riT I PrOQUCG 





Peachland — Pbone 687
FOR SALE—LARGE QUANTITY 
barley, oats, wheat. Apply to J. 
Shultz, R.R. 3, Armstrong, B.C. 
Phone 3688. 134
W ID E W ORLD
1953 FORD HARDTOP — Fully 
equipped, custom ra’dio, over­
drive transmission. 1028 Corona­
tion evenings, or phone B. 
Woiken 2232 days. 133
1956 METEOR NIAGARA
B .C . Heart Fund 
Drive Opened 
By Lieut-Gov.





8 count line* dally - $  P.00 month 
Daily for 6 months _  8.50 month 
Each additional Uno.  100, month 
One Inch dally. —  17J>0 month
< h *tv ,<v
-:; ftfcMS w««fc —r —. 1800 month
11 ' 1 , V ' - , & W f e r
^ C la a a in td T tirp h o n e  1
4445 '
WELL BUILT 3 BEDROOM STUCCO HOME, livingroom 
with fireplace,, kitchen with* dinette, b'nthrodm. Full basement, 
with furnace, ,220 volt electricity, laundry tubs. Nice lot with 
lawn back and front. Fruit trees, garage. Close to city centre. 
Price '$9,500, with only $3,000 \ down, balance at $65 per 
month. Room in bascmcrit for third bedroom,
30 ACRES IN PEACHLAND DISTRICT, 5 acres cultivated, 
25 acres pasture and wood land. 3 bed/oom home, livingroom, 
dining area, kitchen and bath. 220 volt wiring,; 2 room cabin .on 
property; 30 young Cherry Ijpccs. TrnctoV nnd small implements, 
Price is $9,500, half cash. Would consider trade for Kelowna 
property. ' ^
4 BEDROOM, 1 STOREY STUCCO HOUSE, livingroom with 
dining area, large kitchen, bathroom. 220 volt wiring. Half 
basement, with fpfnace, laundry tubs, frpit room. Large lot with 
lawijs, cement walks, large garage. Full price Is $13,000, with 
hqlf C«r.h, < or would take smaller house, near Hospital in part 
trade. CICarTitle. ,
55 ACRES OF GOOD HAY AND PASTURE LAND, free ir­
rigation.1 3 acres of orchurd. 2 stores) house, electricity, full 
plumbing. JPficc is $15,000, with $5,000 down. Clear title, 
paved road, about 4 miles from city.
door sedan, custom styletone ont-Governor F. Ross Saturday 
paint, radio, low mileage. Will opened the month-long 1958 B.C. 
trade for older car or truck. Heart Fund drive.
Evenings Phone 2160._______ 133 "We are heartened by the fact
1953 DODGE SEDAN — TWO F,at remarkable strides have
tone blue, radio, signals, scat êe" made ln 8° fcY nnd 
covers, tinted glass, 26,000 tl,at our research scientists, per- 
originai miles. Phone 2515. 135 suing new clues, anticipate new
—->----------—---------------------------victories over heart disease,’ he
said in a statement.
The lieutenant-governor com­
mended the work of the B.C. 
Heart Foundation, which spon 
sors the drive, especially for'its 
support of research and financing 
of a heart-lung machine at the 
University of B.C. medical 
school.
"In helping to support heart re­
search every resident of B.C. is 
making an investment in the wcl 
tare of the community,’’ he said.
Are Defended 
By G o v 'f A .G .
VANCOUVER (CP) — Attor­
ney-General Robert Bonner de­
fended the government’s propos­
als to relocate' the New Haven 
Borstal ’ institution; n e a r  the 
Haney correctional institution 
Friday night in an angry ex­
change with a man who said he 
ist a graduate of New Haven;
The exchange came during a 
question-and-answer, period at a 
Point Grey Social Credit meeting. 
It'ended when chairman Evelyn 
Fingarson ' ordered the man to 
“sit down,V adding: "He has an­
swered your question;” 1 '
Mr. Bonper said it is "impor­
tant that the Borstdl principle be 
retained” when the New Haven 
institution — where a limited 
group of: young offenders are 
trained under an honor system— 
is relocated at’ the Haney, jail.
“At the new jail, they will 
haVe an opportunity to use the 
superior facilities and the many 
acres’of land will allow them to 
work in farm or forestry camps,” 
Mr. Bonner said.
His questioner, who said He 
graduated from New Haven and 
now goes to ' university, asked 
why, "after all the, objections 
from magistrates, experts and 
different groups opposing the 
move, are you .going ahead?”
. The attorney - General replied 
that the relocation woiiltj. allow 
the government "to do more for 
a greater number of lads than 
has been done in tfie past,”
, “Are you, not .gambling with 
their'lives?” the mart-asked. He 
was then told ; to sit (down.
The relocation',has' bfcen criti­
cized by welfare officials and by 
the' John Howard Society for 
penal reform., - • ■,
PLAN ROYAL BREW
GEORGETOWN, British Guiana 
(AP)—Breweries here have an­
nounced a decision'to.cook lip a 
“royal brew*’ especially' for the 
occasion o f  Princess Margaret’s 
April visit. It will have.50 per 
cent higher alcoholic content than 
any other beer ih fhe colony. The 
breweries alsQ plan to . erect a 
$40,000 illuminate^ fountain* to 
commemorate the royal visit.
RAISED FOR LEGISLATORS
BEIRUT, Lebanon (Reuters)-" 
The Lebanese chamber of depu­
ties Friday night decided to, dou­
ble the salaries of all 66 members 
and all cabinet ministers. The old 
salaries ranged frort £12,000 lcr 
banese (about $3,910) a year for 
deputies to £21,000 for ministers 
and £27,000 for the speaker and 
premier.
, SOVIET TROOP8 OUT
LONDON (Reuters) — Gen. A,
*
U .S . Advertisers
Spend Record $$$
NEW YORK (AP)—Advertisers 
in the United States spent a rec­
ord $10,432,000,000 to promoto 
their go&ds and services in-1957, 
Printers’ Ink magazine said 
last week. ^
.This is 5ti per cent more than 
the previous high of $9,900,000,- 
000 in 1956. It continued the up­
ward > movement that. has taken 
place yearly in the last 15 years.
Radio showed the biggest per­
centage increase of all media, up 
14.3 per cent to almost $650,000,- 
000. Network radio made its first 
gain since 1948.
Newspapers still accounted for 
the biggest share with 31,9 per 
cent of the total. Dollar volume 
of newspaper advertising $3.- 
325,000,000—was up 2.8 per cent 
over ,1956.
Television rose 8.7 per cent to 
$1,315,000,000. ,
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale”—there are somo great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-tff
1954 FORD RANCH WAGON -  
New condition, all original 
equipment, 26,000 miles, $1,795, 
Rhone 2792. 133
1954 PLYMOUTH SAVOY—Four 
door sedan, reconditioned motor, 
good paint, clean interior, Will 
take trade. Phone 3607. ,133
1940 INTERNATIONAL fc-TON 
pickup, good transportation , for 
hunter, or (fisherman; Cash sale 
only $100. Phone 4110, 130
1948 JEEP FOUR WHEEL 
drive with cab. 30,000 miles, in 
excellent condition. For infor­
mation phone 4545, 130
7-r
Phones —  Office 3175 
Residences
A. W. Gray 6169
1967 METEOR IUDEAU 500 -  
Hardtop, 11,000 miles. For infor­
mation phone 4545. 130
1937 CHEVROLET, 1950 C1IEV 
ROLET. AU new rubber. Phono 
2618, ________ ^_______ 132
"STOP” AT THE "DEPEND- 
ABLE” Used car and truck lot for 
the best deal in town. Reliable 
Motors and Tires Ltd, 1058 Pen 
doxl S t, Phona 2itl». M-TH-tl
Articles Wanted
J . F- K lu w n  SMS
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap Iron, steel, bras#, copper, 
lead, etc. Honest grading. Prompt 
payment made. Atlas Iron and 
Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St„ Van­





Police _________d .  Dial 3300
Hospital ...........   Dial 4000
Fire Hall ... ......   Dial 115
Ambulance _ ______ Dial 115
MEDICAL DIRECTORY 
SERVICE
II unable to contact a doctor 
Dial v m
DRUG STORES OPEN
Sundays, Holidays and 
Wednesdays 
% imo. to 8:18 pyn.
liatrtet Shot, 
Killed By Patient
. CHICAGO (AP) -  A psychia­
trist was shot and killed Frida? 
night by a patient, an army v e t­
eran who blazed away at, the 
doctor as he treated hint during 
a -house call.
Police said Dr.> Weston A. Gui, 
37, was felled, by two shots fired 
by Leon Strobcl, 24. .
. The men wore alone In a bed-
............  room, darkened by Cue to treat
Zacharov, commander-in-chief who recently^ was re-
Soviet troops in East Germany) i l i i ,
Friday' informed the East, Ger- in? ° nfm w ^v 
man government that he has nlm,e8sly on the street, 
completed the withdrawal of 41,-it 
000 troops from the country, Tass 
news agency reported. Tass said 
the withdrawal had taken place 
In conformity with a Supreme So­
viet decision last Dec. 21.
POPULAR ARTIST
KANSAS CITY (AP)-^Winston 
Churchill’s paintings have drawn 
more' visitors than any conipnrr 
able showing In thp history bjf the 
Nelson Art Gallery;, .The ^British 
statesman’s first one - n}ah art 
show has been seen by, 15,060 
persons ih nine days. Laurence 0 
Slckmnn, gallery <“ 
pects the total to rc 
the, time the exhibit: c lo p s , $Un 
4“y- } v ' ') - '
CHARRED SIDE RETURNS
ALAMEDA, Calif, (AP)-Wlth 
two of her crew missing ot 
the fire -  scarred United States 
Navy attack carrier* Hancock 
docked at Alameda naval- air sta­
tion Friday. Copt. Charles J, 
Qdend - Hal said his crew ex 
tlngulshcd gasoline- and ma8 
nesium-fed flames after, a plane 
exploded*on the flight deck.‘Lost 
were two aviation machinists; who 
fell overboard. ; ,
R O O M  A N D  B O A R D
> if
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Guard Against The Danger 
O f Hazardous Frostbite
By Henaaa N. Boadeaea, M.D.
The danger of frostbit* U with 
us one* again. Caused by expos­
ure to extreme cold, frostbite 
probably is one of winter's most 
common ailments.
Some persons, of course, are 
more sensitive to cold than 
others. Even a cold shower will 
cause welts to form on the skin 
of some highly sensitive indi­
viduals. Their skin may become 
itchy and swollen if they to  much 
as carry a cold bottle of milk 
or beer — under thel/ arms.*
BAD CASE 
But whether you are this sensi­
tive to cold or not.’ remaining 
outside in freezing temperatures 
for too long a period may, give 
you a bad case of frostbite.
The cold constricts the ar 
teries and freezes the fluid found 
between the cells. This, in turn, 
causes rupture of the cells and 
formation of clots In the small 
arteries.
There are four degrees of 
frostbite, the worst of which 
generally leads to development 
of gangrene and possible ampu 
tatlon.
In the first degree, or the most 
minor of the four, only the outer 
layer of skin is involved. It be 
comes white or a yellowish color. 
OUTER SKIN LATER 
Blisters or peeling of this outer 
skin layer characterizes damage 
of the second degree.
Thick layers of skin and tissues 
are destroyed in the third de- 
gre. And the fourth, as I have 
■aid, usually leads to gangrene. 
The colder the weather, the
greater hazard frostbite becomes.ut you don't have to go out in 
sub-zero temperatures to become 
frostbitten. The freezing point of 
the skin is betwen 28 and 32 de­
grees. That's only a little below 
the freezing point of water. Ac­
tually, because of various fac­
tors, such as dryness ,of the skin 
and air, the ’ frezing ’ point may 
be as low as zero.
TIGHT CLOTHES 
But it can be well above zero 
and frostbite can occur in any 
subfreezing temperature, espe­
cially if you. are wearing tight 
shoes, boots, gloves or other 
clothing. If you have anemia or 
P some drculartory or metabolic 
disease, you are more >. suscep­
tible.
Light, but well-fitting, woolen 
clothing offers the best protec­
tion against frostbite.
GRADUAL PROCESS 
Treating the trouble should 
be a gradual process.
Mon., Fab. J. IMS THE DAILY COURIER
If the'foot Is frostbitten, don't 
walk on i t  Don't n ib  it briskly 
with your hands. And, despite 
age-old advice, don’t rub it with 
snow. In fact, don’t even apply 
heat to it. You must warm the 
area gradually.
The best thing to do is to let 
it thaw out in a normally heated 
room. If pain is severe, you can 
cool the affected area with a fan 
to enable the temperature to 
rise more slowly.
QUESTION AND ANSWER 
H.T.: What are the most com­
mon causes of death in the U.S.?
Answer: Heart disease comes 
first. The second most common 
is cancer. Other causes are tu­
berculosis. pneumonia, diarrhea, 
kidney disturbances and acci­
dents.
B U ILT T O  G O  S TR A IG H T U P
Four Rescued By 
Snowmobile In 
Sub-Arctic Area
CHESTERFIELD INLET (CP) 
Four persons, injured Friday in 
the crash of a single-engined 
plane on the barren ' lands 18 
miles south of this sub-Arctic 
outpost, were picked up by 
snowmobile and brought to hos­
pital here early Saturday.
They are: Wiggo Norwang,
pilot of the ski-equipped TransAlr 
Norseman plane, a Dr. Patry, 
resident doctor a t Chesterfield 
Inlet, and two Eskimos.. *
The plane was on a flight front 
Churchill, Man., to Chesterfield 
Inlet and made intermediate 
stops at Eskimo Point and Ran­
kin Inlet It was reported miss­
ing at 4 p.m. Friday.
(TransAlr officials at Winnipeg 
said the pilot, a veteran north: 
land flier, sent a..radio message 
giving his location, which en­
abled a snowmobile to cross the 
snow-coyered barren lands to the 
scene, and pick up the four early 
today.),
(Unofficial r e p o r t s  said the 
plane's occupants wejre badly In­
jured, but Trans Air official^ re­
fused to give any details.)'
Chesterfield Inlet is 330 miles 
north of Churchill on the west 
coast of Hudson Bay.
Here is an artist's conception 
of the U.S. army’s vertical take 
off and landing vehicle being 
developed by the Fairchild Air­
craft Division at Hagerstown,
Md. The plane is designed to 
utilize the maximum lift that 
is provided by a vectored slip 
stream.
M O V IE C O LU M N
Westerns Pose Problem 
For Video Producers
i
By BOB THOMAS - I
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — What 
makes one western television se­
ries succeed while others floun­
der?
That’s a question I explored 
with Dale Robertson, who should 
know. After all, hte is the star 
of Wells Fargo, which has had 
fabulous success in the audience 
ratings.
'Maybe it’s because people get 
to know that ours is a real west­
ern,” he observed. "We don’t go 
p for all that psychological busi­
ness that sorpe of the others do.
Qur bad guys are mean be­
cause they like to be n^ean, not 
because they saw their mothers 
beat .their dogs when they were 
kids. , And our good guys are 
good guys because—I don’t know, 
maybe because they aren't smart 
enough to be bad guys.”
He was realistic and outspoken 
enough not to overlook another 
factor: Dale Robertson. -
DAILY CROSSWORD
"You can sometimes fool the 
people in little things,” he said, 
"But when yqu put a guy on a 
saddle and he goes bouncing 
through the scene, you aren’t 
going to fool many people.
Did you know there are 6,000, 
000 people in this country who 
own horses? (I didn’t.) And there 
are millions of others who wish 
they could. They can mean a lot 
to a show like ours.”
Dale was, born in Oklahoma 
City and has spent his life 
around horses, unlike some TV 
cowpokes who have been no 
closer to the nags than the Sat­
urday matirfbe.
" I ’d Uke to go pn doing this 
show for 20 years,” Robertson re­
marked. *T11 adm it'that part of 
my enthusiasm is because I own 
a  portion of the series. Those 
other producers would be smart 
to cut their stars in on the prof­
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8. Abounded „ ,
O.Benealh 28.
11. Pulls
13. Damaged by29. 
an insect 31.
15. Morsels
18. Rips - 33.
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With the coming of the Full 
Moon, there are the usual good 
and bad influences. On the good 
side: tremendous inspiration and 
newly-fired imagination for those 
m creative lines. On the adverse 
side: tendencies toward emotion­
alism which, unless curbed, could
cause conflict.____ ,
FOR "THE BIRTHDAY * -
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates that it 
would be expedient to push 
ahead with important plans and 
programs involving future se­
curity NOW. Job and financial 
advancement are indicated dur­
ing the. next five months but, 
after that, there will be a lull 
until September, when you will
have further opportunities along 
these lines. Don’t offset gains, 
however, by being extravagant 
—especially during November.
Except for the months of July 
and August, personal relation­
ships will be under good aspects 
but, during these months, do* go 
out of your way to be tactful 
with friends and members of 
the ■ familyr-especially the lat­
ter. For those contemplating 
matrimony, late June will be an 
excellent period. And, for all, 
late December should bring some 
excellent news to wind up the 
year.
A child born on this day will 
be warm-hearted, fun - loving 








DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE — Here’s how to work 
A X Y D  L B  A A X R 
to L O N G F E L L O W
One letter simply stand* for another. In this sample A-is usedl 
for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes,' 
the length and formation e< the words Me all bints. Each day the | 
code letters are different.
By B. JAY BECKER 
I (Top Record-Holder in Masters’ 





A 10 9 7 4 
V Q J 7 5 4
* K Q 9 6  _
WEST EAST
4 Q 8 6 5 3  A AK J2
* 8 6  * 3





'  4  A J1054
The bidding:
East South West
1 4  l *  1 4






L Y M X  Q M X Y  S W F Z D L  MX'
U S S Q  W S E  D J I  V A L  D J U R Z E X
B Z E I  Y S J Z X Y  F Z J  — K D R L S J .
Saturday’s Cryptoquote: TELL ME NOT, IN MOURNFUL,
NUMBERS. LIFE IS BUT AN EMPTY DREAM LONGFELLOW. I the 52 cards have
L S S 
S E
lining lead—king of clubs, 
nc of the great pleasures of 
kibitzing a bridge hand is the 
enormous satisfaction obtained 
from analyzing and criticizing
enormous hand was a calculated 
risk taken on the assumption thel 
bidding would not die since thir-1 
teen spades were missing.
His next bid, six hearts, helped I 
to balance the previous underbid,i 
though it turned out' a grand 
slam could have been made. The 
Swedish East-West pair, however, 
bid six spades which South dou-l 
bled. ,
North opened the king of clubs. 
South decided not to risk thel 
slam being made in case de­
clarer was void of diamonds.'So I 
lie overtook the Club, cashed I 
the king of hearts, led the ac.el 
of diamonds, and gave partner! 
a diamond ruff. The outcome was I 
three-trick set—800 points to ] 
England.
Perfect defense would have ekf| 
tracted a 1,400-point penalty. Re­
peated club leads forcing dummy I 
to ruff would have held West to 
seven tricks, but this line of de­
fense was much easier to execute 
after all the cards became | 
known. *
When the North-South cards 
were played by the other Swedish | 
pair, the bidding went:
Ripley's B EU EV E IT  O R  N O T
1V"OT*fnc* 
MM) *
the mistakes of the player?—after 
p    been seen. 
The armchair strategists would 
I have had a real picnic had they 
witnessed this hand which was 
played in the flrBt World Cham­
pionship tenm-of-four match held 
| In Bermuda in 1050.
When the British pair held the 
I North-South cards, the bidding 
went as shown. South’s modest 
overcnli of one heart with his
•East South Weat North
Dble. .» ♦ Dble.
Pan 2 * Pm« 8 *
Pms Pass Paaa
Dble. » ■
Of course, some of the bids ini 
this sequence are hard to explain, 
particularly East’s double of six I 
hearts. Thirteen tricks were 
made with case for a score of 
1,310 points to Sweden. I
So the net rfcsult was that Swe-| 
den gnined 510 points on the deal. |
T H E O LD  H O M E T O W N  -  Stanley
iw. m a r m u H u m m
SVtMtUKM OOUARA 
VtWr MtftMOMB?
G M IM ltyO C I
wealthy
ff2.41BjOMArrMMTBttl 
•4w n*N G M cm m iM  
£HTUte OiWMKNtNt 1
/m m o H tm a w tP m  
6V4 a m tttv m r io m  
M9UWHX
- 3 2 5 _____
Itoi fim am  m  jM ith e s e
was toner S9 kmo ncniciftKO
OV8A THE OWMCOf . 
OUSEM OMRITM OF MERCJA 
•'HnauetNHNCM HTNAP
(M rhtnSw H , NortnNVAMM.Fl*. 
. CWEATEO BV A STREAM FUJWflNO*
TH6YVR LIVED 
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fiOOO TUN SHI WONT WHO MY
TLKJM4 YOU (XVINI TO THf I w M W j  
RVRCSS1 KNOW j " /j,u
.. V.
r  WBUU WHILE 
SHE1S StEEW O  
LATB ME
her porWEDOINK3. 
fiO W N II
OH. WE HAVE SOME WONOEfTFUL 
NEW SCENTS FOR SMART, 
SOPHISTICATED WOMEN
“ WE HAve*EXClTEMENT.\ iii
'ADVENTURet-IRReSlSTieuE-L
AND THIS ONE CALLED j— «  
"TEMPTATION




1 ARE YA  
B U S Y ?
WILL YA COME OUT AN’ 
PLAY WITH USA FBWf- 
MINUTES P-
CK.i KIDS/ WHAT D’V 
WANT MB FOR -------
WE NEED A FAST-I 
MOVIN' TAROBt; 
GRANDMA/,
♦  ....AND THAT WAS THE 
END OF BLAXKSEARt? 
THE F^RATEi"
Ze&MLLfuV  OOGSONE y Vl, 
J t  c a t s  g o in g  V
TO KEEP M S  
a w a k e  a l l  J  
NIEHT!
S/t/ / 1
.SO WITH A OKDUNG YEU- 
THE PIRATE CREW 
RAISED "THE 
JOLLY ROGER.
_ i i i t
PIP A PRETTY GIRL C0MB PA6T HBRC, MA’AM? 
WHEN SHE SAW ME. AT 11(8 CREEK SUE 
PROPPED 1HIS BUCKET AND RAN/
. 6bwtv7 v 
5DNNVi OUT 
X AIN'T 5WH 
A «OUL/ A
t  CAN’T FlGtEte MOW 
SUB Dis APPEARED SO 
BASTI MAYBE SHE , 
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THIS CIX-TUHS-NINS CROEUMJ THKcuarmecuanowc 
COWPUTIR AT MlUft OFFICE, 
TOMORROW?,
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TO KNOW HOW, 
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LA T ES T  BRIDGE R EP O R T :
Work On Steel Starts
VM»
+3 -kk, *-a: 3.:i V j t ■ i l i f J
Twelve floating mammoths of 
concrete shortly will be put into 
place as another. phase in the 
building of the Okanagan lake 
bridge nears completion.
The 12 pontoons, most of which 
are 50 feet wide, 200 feet long 
and 15 feet high, and contains so 
much concrete to make one 
wonder how they can float, will 
carry the cross-lake traffic from 
the steel spans on the east (Kel- 
owna) .side to the long causeway 
ou the west side.
Last of the 70-ton concrete an­
chors was imbedded in the lake 
bottom last week. There are 24 
sunken anchors, so placed as to 
secure the pontoons. Each of the 
12 pontoons will be held fast by 
an anchor on the south side and 
by one on the north side.
Main assignment this week 
for workers of Kelowna Bridge 
Company will be socketing the
W O N D ER  H O W  TH EIR  W IVES  LIK E 'E M !
' Beard-growing is all the thing 
In the province during this cen­
tennial year, and with at least 
two local m ales,4t has caught 
1 on. Getting feel of each other’s
beards are William Bennett, 
left, and Geoff Tozer.
The latter has drop (and 
length) for he’s been at beard- 
growing for a year, while Bill’s
effort is only three months. 
“We’re just ’getting into the 
spirit, of things,’’ they say, as 
they .try to encourage others to 
join their clan.
Several cities and commun­
ities in B.C. have official beard­
growing contests and there is 
some talk Of sfarting one in 
Kelowna.
, (Courier Photo by Gorby)
DECEM BER ALSO SET RECORD
i A scrutiny of weather records 
kept since 1899 hals revealed that 
Kelowna has just passed through 
the mildest January on record.
This, added to a record mild 
December, could mean the balm­
iest winter yet—providing a cold 
spell doesn’t  set in and spoil it. 
Polar air masses have been 
known ,to take command over the 
B.C. southern interior in Febru­
ary and March.
Cause of the mildness has been 
a continual series, of Pasific 
Ocean disturbances that have 
sent mild damp air over the ma­
jority of the province nearly all 
.winter.
While the Okanagan has been 
experiencing fts warmest winter 
on record, it possibly has also 
been going through the dullest, 
as well. (There are no records of 
actual sunshine kept in Kelowna.) 
RAIN, NEAR RECORD
The current banana belt weath­
er produced a near record 
amount of rainfall during Janu­
ary, it also has been revealed in 
the records kept by R. P. Wal- 
rod, local meteorologist.
For example, dCelowna had a 
rainfall o f . 1.23 of an inch last 
month, and that rainfall was ex­
ceeded by only one other Janu­
ary since records were started
T O D A Y 'S  STOCK QUOTATIONS
Supplied by








New York (Dow Jones)
4th Hr. Change
Toronto
80 Industrial 453.08 +1.73
20 Rails 109.64 +  .60
15 Utilities 153.76 +  .20
Toronto •“
20 Industrials 411.69 +1.71
20 Golds 75.64 +  .28
10 Base Metals 149.14 +  .55













Prices quoted on ■ net basis.
All Cdn Compound 5.74 6.24
All Cdn Dividend 4.97 5.40
Can. Invest. Fund 7.90 8.67
Diversified “B’’ 3.00 3.30
Grouped Income 3.23 3.53
Investors Mutual 9.23 9.98
Trans-Ganada ”B” 24.00



































1899. The record so far was 
set in January, 1914, when. 1.35 
of an inch qf rain was recorded.
Snowfall last month in Kel­
owna came to 2.5 inches, but 
there were several previous 
years when snowfall was light- 
in January.. In 1910, for ex­
ample, the January snowfall was 
63 of an inch;-in 1945, the Janu­
ary snowfall was .7 of an inch, 
and in 1931; the January snow­
fall was .85 of an inch.
Getting down to weather fig- 
ures,’last-month's -average mean 
temperature was 34.5. That con­
sisted of a low -average of 29.58 
and a High average of 3 .̂42.
The highest temperature read­
ing for January was 44 on the 
24th. and the lowest was 20 on 
January 1. (A reading of 16 oc­
curred • early in theVmorning of 
Jan. 1, but since daily tempera' 
ture records run from 8 a.m. one 
day to 8 a.m. the next, the 16 
reading is shown on the official 
weather report as: having occur­
red December 31.)
Average mean temperatures 
for the -two years were: January, 
1958, 34.5; January, 1931, 33.2.
In January, 1941, the average 
mean temperature was 33.17, and 
in January, 1926, it was 30.2. -











Canadian Oil 27 y«
CPR 24%
t Cons Paper 31%






Inland Gas ■ 7 .<
Int Nickel 72V*
Inter Pipe 40(4
Lucky Lager , 4.20
Massey Harris 6, 
McCall Fron 50 ‘
MncMIll B 25(4
Ckan Phone 10 >
■ * Page Hersey *106
V-fiowell River 32
Roc .12(4
V ^fSw tM  Con 
\  Trains Min PI , 51
Walkers 25(4
„ West Ply 11(4
.'•"JlK '* o il st#.‘ !
* ■'. \ BidCal arid Ed • 19%
Cdn Husky I t
Gent Del Rio 8.00
Fart St. John '1 7 0
Home OIL A 16%




















































; Ont Gas 
4iWWs''.' Canada 
''WiOtofi VT./(#*» - 1 . '
Suppllep by
Okanagan Investments Limited 
280. Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C.
(as at 12 noon E.S.T.) 
Dominion of Canada
, Bid Asked
5th Victory Loan 
3% due 1959 ., 99.60 , 99.
6th Victory Loan ‘ '•
3% due 1960 98.35 98.
7th Victory Loan 
3% due 1962 97.50 97.
8th Victory Loon 
3% duo 1963 " 07.00 97%
9th Victory Loon 
3^o due 1966 9,3.00 96%
Provincials 
Manitoba Hydro 
5% due 1977 102.00
Saskatchewan 
5% duo 1077 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due IMS H 
Ontario Hydro 
5% duo 107? \  
Ontario. ”  , 
5% due 1064 
Ontario 
5% due 1075 
Ceriporatlans ‘ 
Abitibl
4%% due 1066 
B.A. OH*
5%% due 1077 
B.C. Electric 
3%% duo 197 
Home Oil 
3% duo 1971 
Woodward’s 
5% duo 1077 
Inland NL Gas 
5%% due 1077 
Loblaw •
6% due io n  
Wericoast Tr. ”C’* 
Mfc'jLjdue 1988 
Kelly tDdhgtns .














| BW 101% 103.00
<v .X Tjlljbttc .PRESIDENT 
. JIEtSINKJ (Reuters) — Urho 
PlrELlNEB ‘h iWAwfenj*' 37-ycuc-old president
13(4 13% oL jTriJmia. will take part in
7(4 71V W wehirt a ski mce from Kurlka
11% llH ’ lo^W stermyra/ in northern Fin 
26(4 27 |lnnd„ a distance of more than 40
2T 26% miles,,
While January’s average mean 
temperature was 34.5, - Decem­
ber’s was even a little better— 
at 35,08. .But last December’ 
was not the record. The mildest 
December on record came 
1925, when an' average mean 
temperature, of 36-69 was record­
ed. . ’
PREVIOUS MONHTS 
Kelowna has had some pretty 
balmy months of January in the 
past as the following figures will 
disclose:
Average low temperature; 1914, 
26.3; 1919, 26.3; 1921, 26:5; 1931 
29.5; 1941, 29.3; 1958, 29.6,
The figures show that January 
1958, was just a fraction ahead of 
January; 1931, on the average low 
temperature figure. But +n 1931 
the average January high was 
36.9, while in 1958 it was 39.42.
cables from, the Imbedded an­
chors. A socket attachment will 
be installed on the upper extrem­
ity of each cable so that it can 
fit into the attachment on each 
side of the huge pontoons. 
Pontoons will be floated into 
place, according to Tom Coull, 
project manager. Each has a 
concrete roadway surface on it, 
on which the highways depart­
ment likely will put a thin layer 
of asphalt.
Ten of the pontoons are 50 feet 
by 200 feet by 15 feet deep (or 
high). The two others are shorter 
in length (only 50 feefVlong) but 
are 40 feet deep, so constructed 
to carry the additional weight of 
the steel transition spans. » 
GRAVEL LAYER x
Some difficulties were experi-
Trade Board
enced in sinking one of the an 
chors last autumn when work­
men ran into an unlooked-for 
layer of gravel below the lake 
bottom, but the difficulty was 
overcome by covering'the an-
Elderly Woman 
Laid To Rest 
In Rites Here
A former bank official was in 
stalled last week as president of 
the Vernon Board of Trade.
Alan' J. Gilroy was bank ac­
countant here for a number of 
years before being transferred 
to Vernon about 10 years ago 
to become bank manager. He 
succeeds J. B. McCallum as 
trade board president.
In his inaugural address, Mr. 
Gilroy pledged dhpport to the 
Okanagan Valley Tourist Asso­
ciation and the proposed airport. 
He also promised that recognition 
of the Vernon Tourist Associa­
tion would be one of the boardis 
objectives.
.Local Seaman In 
Newspaper Picture
A local youth who. joined the 
Canadian navy last autumn was 
shown in a three-column picture 
in the Cornwallis (N.S.) Ensign 
recently.
OS Don Williams, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Alan Williams, Rutland, 
was depicted giving his donation 
at the blood donors clinic. Wil­
liams joined the navy at Van­
couver Nov. 8 and was sent to 
Cornwallis for his basic train­
ing.
A T  EA S T K ELO W N A
Husband's There 
As Wl Stages 
Annual Supper
EAST KELOWNA—Members of 
the East Kelowna Women’s In­
stitute. held their annual supper 
Tuesday in the Community Hall, 
to which husbands arid friends 
Were invited. The President wel­
comed the guests. After an en­
joyable supper, some interesting 
films were shown by C. Ross.
Later there were games and re* 
freshmenfs. A' vote of thanks
tendered Mrs. E. Steinke.juBC
and
was
the convener of the supper, 
all who assisted her,
Residents of the district 
being contacted by phone for 
their help in the B.C; Kinsmen 
polio fund.
D r. M cT. Cowan 
Speak A t 
Science Forum
Dr. lari McTaggart Cowan, 
B.A., Ph.D., F.R.S.C., professor 
and head of the department of 
zoology, . University of British 
Columbia, will be among the 
guest speakers at a scientific 
forum to be held at the Aquatic 
next Wednesday at 8 p.m 
Born in Edinburgh, Scotland, 
Dr. Cowan attended UBC from 
1927-32 and University of Califor­
nia 1932-35. He obtained his B.A. 
degree at UBC in 1932 and Ph.D. 
at California University three 
years later.
His academic a vards include: 
Scott Memorial scholarship 
1931; Carnegie travelling fel­
lowship, 1936; Nuffield special 
travelling fellowship, 1952; Fel­
low, Royal Society of Canada, 
1946; board of governors, Arctic 
Institute, 1954.
,Dr. Cowan was appointed head 
of 'thev'department of zbblogy at 
1953, after holding the
Funeral service was held Fri 
day for Mrs. Elizabeth Moore 
Stanley, widow of Edward Stan- 
le.y
Ven. D. S. Catchpole, D.D. 
rector of St. Michael and AH 
Angels’ Church, officiated at the 
final rites at the chapel of Kel­
owna Funeral Directors. She was 
laid to rest at the Kelowha ceme­
tery.
Mrs. Stanley’s death occurred 
Wednesday at the age of 93. She 
came to Kelowna 2(4 years ago 
and her late residence was at 
nursing home at 646 OlcnWood 
Ave.
Native of Ireland, the late Mrs. 
Stanley came to Canada 73 years 
ago. For many years she resided 
north of Prince Albert, Sask 
where her late husband was an 
Indian agent. Mr. Stanley died 
at Vancouver in 1935, after set­
tling there in retirement.
Surviving Mrs. Stanley are 
two daughters, Mrs. E. (Ann) 
Jenkins, in Prince Edward Is­
land, and Mrs. J. B. (Hazel) 
Hardinge, Vancouver; one son, 
Guy, Perdue, Sask., and 10 grand­
children.
A memorial service will be 
held at St. Philip’s Church, Vah- 
couver, Tuesday.
chor with rock and gravel.
That anchor, and the one op­
posite it. proved adequate In 
subsequent tests. They were sub-. 
jected to a 220-ton pull t e s t -  
much more* strain and pressure 
than they would b e . required to 
withstand under normal, or even 
abnormal conditions—and both 
held fast.
Subsequently, too, the existing 
Jettying system on the remaining 
anchors was augmented so that 
they could gouge their way into 
the lake bottom easier.
By use of water forced through 
the jets on the anchors at pres­
sure up to 190 pounds a square 
inch, the anchors swirl their way 
into the lake bottom. Mr, .Coull 
said they were finally • settled 
anywhere from 25 to 32 feet be­
low lake bottom. ‘
WEATHER HELPS 
Progress on the concrete phase 
is highly satisfactory, according 
to Mr. Coull. The contractors had 
unexpected cooperation from the 
weatherman, enabling the work 
crews to proceed all winter long. 
Only the wind caused Infrequent 
delays in the vtork, 'Mr. Coull re­
called.
He thought the concrete phase 
would .be completed around the 
end of March. Work on this con­
tract actually started In Octo­
ber, 1956, when the large yard, 
between the CPR tracks and the 
lake shore, was begun.
The final- phase—erecting the 
steel spans—already has begun, 
with the Dominion Bridge Co. as . 
contractors.
Barring unforscen delays, the 
bridge now is expected to be 
ready for an official Opening by 
July 15.
T O D A Y 'S  TR EN D
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OTTAWA (CP) — Highway fa­
talities jn  Canada apparently lev­
elled off in 1957 fpllowlng a four- 
year rise, the Canadian Highway 
Safety Conference said Friday.
It reported 3,216 highway fa­
talities in 1957, compared td 3,164 
the previous year. The totals in­
volve, only deaths,on the coun­
try'’ŝ  highways and do not include 
fatalities through use of motor 
vehicles elsewhere.
Quebec and Ontario, with 60 
pier cent of Canadais motor ve­
hicles, had 67 per cent of the 
nation’s highway deaths—1,279 in 
Ontario and 871 in Quebec. Both 
were higher, than in 1956 when 
Ontorlp had 1,180 and Quebec 803.
British Columbia had a 20-pcr- 
cent reduction In highway fn- 
talitlfes—251 compared with 316,
Tbtals for other provinces, with 
1956 figures in brackets: New­
foundland 43 (43); Prince Ed­
ward Island U (16); Nova ScoUn 
141 (151); New Brunswick 137 
(133); Manitoba 127 (143); Sask­
atchewan 135 (134); Alberta 217 




VANCOUVER (CP)—A police 
patrol car was stolcn Friday 
night while its two constables 
searched an bast-end, lane for 
prowlers. The car was recovered 
today, i
The c o n s t a b l e s  sold they 
parked thdr 
Ing while
clous men un , ipo 
returned, the 'car was missing 
nnd a crowd ol almost 50 youths 
had gathered in the lane, f
The youths lpCrod at tt)e con­
stables, and yelled profanities, 
witnesses said. .One was arrested 
nnd charged with being drunk in 
a public place,
j w t  d i c s ai
licl car behind a *bulld- 
they; pursued two suspi- 
s o fo t. When they
C AM PAIG N
(Continued from Page'1)
hold in Penticton hasn’t  been in­
formed one way or the other. 
The .Courier’s Penticton bureau, 
however, received a report this 
morning that Christian’s office 
staff say he will run.
In the last election, Christian 
won the seat by a margin of 125 
votes over CCF candidate O. L; 
Jones, but voters in his home­
town,'Penticton, gave Pugh the 
nod.
CCF PREPARES
Meanwhile, among >- the CCF 
boosters, the pace is quickening 
towards what is hoped will be a 
return of a CCF candidate, to Ot­
tawa.
Whether O. L. Jones,‘Kelowna 
businessman and former mem* 
ber of parliament for this area, 
will be the CCF standard-bearer 
won't be known until the forth­
coming-nomination convention is 
held.
A CCF spokesman admitted 
that the March 31 election date 
waa earlier than local adherents 
expected and plans now are un 
derway to advance the time of 
the nomination convention.
Walter Ritzlaff, Westbank.-is 
the president of the CCF Okana­
gan-Boundary Constituency as­
sociation, while vice-president is 
Mra. M. Colins of Summcrlond.
Date of the nomination conven­
tion '.will be decided later this 
week. ,
BUTLER UNDECIDED 
Local Liberals also were caught 
i by surprise. Arthur Da we, Kel­
owna, vice-president of tho Oknn 
agan-Bounaary Liberal nssocla 
tlon, said that while an election 
was looked'for this spring, or 
early summer, the MarcH 31 ari- 
nouncetnent was much earlier 
than expected.
Consequently, an Okanagan 
Boundary Liberal nomination 
convention earlier set for Feb. 
28 will have to be moved forward, 
said Mr. Dnwc,
, Dr, Mel Butler, Kelowna den< 
tist, 'who was , the 'unsuccessful 
Liberal candidate in the 1957 fed 
cral election when,asked by The 
Courier i tb e  would seek the nom 
inution again) said, "I haven’t de- 
cldcd yet,\*’
School teacher Frank , Laird 
Penticton, la the president of tho 
Okanagan-Boundnry Liberal ns 
soclatjpn,
POST MORTEM 
, In the 1957 election officia 
figures released by returning ol 
fleer D. H. McLeod show that 24,- 
622 of a possible 32,094 eligible 
voters cost ballots. )
Or election day, March 31/1958 
'totes wifl, be cast at Rio 86 rura 
and 53 urban pol|jng divisions In 
icy. For rollroac
sts of assistant and professor 
that department for many 
years. He was also assistant di- 
^re rector, B.C. provincial museum, 
~  1938-40.
He is a member of the Ameri­
can Ornithologists Union; Ameri- 
WUdlife secretary and for-Mrs. Alex Robertson, with | can wuauie secretary
'm er president; Cooper Ormtho- 
Society; and AmericanSandra, Ronnie and Grant, have.left for Halifax, to embark for | ,  , ,  „  . . .
Scotland to spend an extended | ^°ciety of Mammologists 
holiday.. Mrs. Robertson plans 
staying with her parents in Edin­
burgh, and visit with relatives 
and friends in various parts/
Mr. and .Mrs. David J. Wiens 
are receiving congratulations on 
the birth of. a daughter at the 
Kelowna General' Hospital' Wed­
nesday, January 29.
(drs. R, A. Widmeyer Is a 
patient in the Kelowna hospital.
Her many friends wish her a 
speedy recovery.-'
Mr. and Mrs. John Bulock, ac­
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Paul 
Holitzki, arrived home during 
the week, from an enjoyable 
holiday which they spent to Cali­
fornia, and as far as the Mexi­
can border. ,
P A R A M O U N T PHONE3111
Book Tickets are Economical
V,
NOW SHOWING —  TW ICE NIGHTLY —  7 and 9 p.m.
t-tMMd by
JOtbUNTlMr-KM
IfX B M A S cO pg
COMING —  WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY ONLY
DEVIL'S H A IR P IN
CORNEL WILDE — JEAN WALLACE
the constituenc
and airline employee*, RCMI* of­
ficers. commercial travellers nnd
Kembers of the Canadian forces, ere will be an advance poll to
Penticton* March 27, 28 and 29.
UBC Professor, 
Expert On U N , 
Here Feb. 13
An expert on United Nations 
m atters, and a capable speaker, 
Prof. Harry Warren of the Uni­
versity of B.C. will address n 
public gathering here Thursday, 
Feb, 13.
A professor of geology at UBC 
nnd president of the United Na­
tions Association, Vancouver 
Branch, Professor Warren is 




A meeting of the board of di 
rectors the Okanagan Regional 
Library will take place at the 
board room in tho Kelowna lib­
rary building Thursday; starting 
at 1 p.m,  ̂ ,
John Fowler, Oliver, board 
chairman, is expected to preside 
Attending,tho meeting in addition 
to board members from all over 
tho Okanagan, will b e , N. Nor­
man Lldstcr, New Wcstiriinstcr, 
representing tho Public Library 
Commisslpm 
W. B. Hughes-Gamcs is ' the 
Kelowna board . member, while 
G, C.' Hume Sr,, represents Glen 
more and Mrs; C. W. Aitkcna 
represents Pcachland, C. R. Bull 
is the representative, of Kelowna 
Sctiol District 23.
SAND and GRAVEL 
TOP SOIL rad  FILL DIRT 
BULLDOZING 
J. W. BEDFO RD  LTD.
" V * *
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Today's Most Advanced* T .V . Receiver
W IT H  EVERY EN G IN EERIN G  FEATURE T O  G IV E YOU 
PERFECT TO N E A N D  LIFE-LIKE PICTURE C L A R IT Y  
IN  EVERY AREA.
PLUS th e se  Exclusive 
G-E F ea tu re s
* A
•  Stratopowcr Chassis. '
•  22-Tube Functions.
•  Dip-Soldcrcd Chassis..
•  Top Front Tuning.
•  Giant 21” Screen.
•  Lustrous Wood Grain Cabinet with
• the new “Dynoc" finish that .resists 
burns, won’t check from heat and 
resists water stains.
'S E L L IN G 'A T  A  PRICE 
YOU W O U LD  N ORM ALLY 
PAY FOR A  \
2 1 "  TABLE M ODEL Model 21C43.
Reg- 
List . 319.95 O N LY -W-
See them today at G.-E. Seta as low as 124.50
BARR &  AN D ER S O N
(INTERIOR) LTD.
594 BERNARD AVE, PHONE 3099
